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Abstrat
This investigation examines band gap engineering of the GaAsN alloy by means of
plasma ion implantation. The strong redshift of the alloy's band gap is suitable for
teleommuniation appliations and thus stimulated muh interest in reent years.
Nitrogen (N) ion implantation into gallium arsenide (GaAs) results in a thin shallow
N-rih layer below the surfae. However, the violent implantation proess also mod-
ies the onentrations of gallium and arsenide. The ore of this thesis is a novel
method for predition of the band gap from the onditions in the proessing plasma.
The rst important variable, the number of implanted ions, is obtained from the
Lieberman model for the urrent during high-voltage Plasma Ion Implantation (PII).
A review of the model's assumptions is provided as well as a omprehensive disussion
of the implantation whih inludes error boundaries. The predited and measured
ion urrents agree within error boundaries. The number of implanted ions an there-
fore be obtained from the predition.
The distribution of the implanted ions was subsequently explored by simulations
suh as TRIM and TRIDYN. It was found that the nitrogen ontent in GaAs is
limited by the sputtering of the surfae atoms. Furthermore, the ontent of gallium
inreases near the surfae while the ontent of arseni dereases. The predited ra-
tios of the onstituents in the implanted layer is suh that the alloy annot form by
ion implantation alone; it ould be reoniled by annealing.
Preliminary samples were produed and tested for the formation of the GaAsN
alloy by Raman spetrosopy. No evidene for bonds between N and either Ga or
As was found in the as-implanted samples. The thesis onludes with a disussion
of the neessary steps to synthesize the GaAsN alloy.
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Chapter 1
Motivation
1.1 The Big Piture
Silion (Si) is the urrent workhorse material of miroeletronis and this is unlikely
to hange. Si is very abundant on earth and, due to its material properties, is the key
omponent of today's transistors. Gate, insulator, soure and drain are manufatured
from polyrystalline silion, silion dioxide and doped rystalline silion, respetively.
Consequently, semiondutor proessing failities are highly speialized for silion-
based fabriation. Most of these failities are inompatible with other materials.
The big players in the miroproessor industry are urrently seeking to surpass
silion's limitations in order to keep up with the pae of progress of reent deades.
Two key hallenges are to shrink the size of transistors (i.e. obey Moore's law [2℄)
and the swith to optial iruits for inreased inter-hip ommuniation. As of 2008,
it seems that the solution to both problems is to keep the Si foundation and add Si-
ompatible materials to overome silion's limitations. For example, Intel presented
novel high-k metal gate transistors as well as an indium phosphide (InP) laser both
on silion hips in 2007. Other researh intensive hip manufaturers are pursuing
similar projets.
My researh is also along these lines. In lieu of trying to inrease the performane
of silion, a novel material is designed to t onto Si at the atomi level. The gallium
arsenide nitride (GaAsN) alloy is a promising andidate for the next generation of
photoni emitters at the 1.3 µm wavelength whih is used in teleommuniation
appliations. This wavelength is hosen due to the loal dispersion limit in the most
widely used single mode glass ber (i.e. SiO2).
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Figure 1.1. Band gaps of seleted semiondutors as a funtion of
their lattie onstant. The data was ompiled from [3, 4, 5, 6, 7℄.
The GaAsN band gap was alulated from the onentration-dependent
bowing model disussed in Setion 6.4 and the lattie parameter was
alulated using Vengard's rule. 'GaN ' is the  lattie parameter of
Wurtzite GaN.
Optial iruits have the advantage relative to eletroni iruits of an inreased
band width and the elimination of ross-talk. The lattie parameter of GaAsN an be
adjusted to math the one of Si to about 2.8% dierene for light emission at 1.3 µm,
see Fig. 1.1. This gure also reveals that the lattie parameter of the GaAsN alloy is
loser to Si than to InP, whih Intel used for their reent on-hip laser. Moreover, the
melting point is about the same as that of Si, whih makes GaAsN ompatible with
annealing proedures. The GaAsN alloy is therefore a andidate for an on-hip laser
ompatible with Si-proessing tehnology. The GaAsN alloy ould be manufatured
ost-eetively by plasma ion implantation and then wafer bonded to Si via a wafer-
leave/layer transfer proess. The result ould be an on-hip CMOS-ompatible laser
for teleommuniation appliations or data transfer between neighbouring hips.
2
1.2 Objetives
The goal of my projet is three-fold:
• Exploit the suitability of nitrogen plasma ion implantation into gallium ar-
senide (GaAs) for the synthesis and band gap engineering for the GaAsN alloy
• Correlate the onditions in the proessing plasma with properties of the syn-
thesized alloy
• Researh tehniques for the haraterization of the ion-implanted thin lms on
the substrate's surfae
I deided to attempt modelling as many of the proesses involved in the fabriation
as possible. Speially, I extended existing software to estimate the expeted dose
as a funtion of the onditions in the proessing plasma. This serves as the input to
a simulation of the nitrogen ions' trae in the GaAs target. As a last step, I used
reported models for the band gap of the alloy to onvert spatial variation of the
atomi onentration of N in GaAs into the band gap of the resulting GaAsN alloy.
The approah of an apriori design of a sample's features is not well developed in
the plasma ion implantation ommunity due to the omplex nature of the proess,
whih spans several elds of physis. Problems are usually takled by order-of-
magnitude estimations and a matrix of measurements. The apriori approah seemed
the best option given the limited in-house resoures. I annot yet say whether my
endeavor paid o sientially due to missing experimental veriation, but I learned
so muh that I may aept the journey as the reward. The following sheme guided
me well to new insights:
1. Charaterization of the nitrogen plasma
2. First design of the material by omputational preditions
3. Prodution of samples
3
4. Charaterization of the proessed material (GaAsN)
5. Comparison with the predited properties
6. Renement of the models
This doument is the result of several iterations through the sheme. It does not
assert the laim of a nal answer to all the problems unovered in the proess. The
doument should instead be seen as a progress report.
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Chapter 2
Plasma Ion Implantation
Plasma Ion Implantation is dened and disussed in this hapter. The denition
of a plasma may be found in my B.S. Thesis [8℄ or in Chen [9℄.
2.1 Introdution
Plasma Ion Implantation (PII) is a method to modify the surfae as well as subsurfae
properties of materials. Tribologial appliations improve mehanial properties of
the surfae, suh as wear resistane, and semiondutor appliations improve the
eletroni properties, suh as ondutivity, by implanting a dopant. The method is
losely related to ion beam implantation, whih has been redued in PII appliations
to the essential omponents, analogous to a simple dipole antenna made from a piee
of wire replaing a resonant iruit. PII works without the intermediate stages of
beam extration, fousing, sanning, and substrate or wafer manipulation needed to
implant omplex targets with the beam implantation tehnique. The target is simply
immersed in a plasma whih serves as the ion soure. When the target is biased by
high-voltage pulses, the eletri elds are suh that all available ions are implanted
into the sample in the small sheath limit. The ions are fored toward the target from
all diretions simultaneously, yielding a homogeneous distribution of the dose if the
sheath is smaller than the features on the sample. Fig. 2.1 shows a shemati of
implanting ions overlaid on a photograph of the plasma hamber used in my projet.
The tehnique of Plasma Ion Implantation (PII or PI
2
) is also known by a mul-
tipliity of other names and their aronyms: Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation
(PIII or PI
3
), Plasma Immersion Ion Proessing (PIIP), Plasma Soure Ion Implan-
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Figure 2.1. Prole of the regions inside the plasma hamber (not to
sale). Plasma ions in the sheath surrounding the target are implanted
by virtue of high-voltage pulses. We are grateful to Prof. A. Hirose for
the permission to use his hamber in this study.
tation (PSI), Plasma Implantation (PI) or Plasma Ion Plating (PIP), to name a few.
If the implantation proess is followed by deposition, the sux D is often added as
in Plasma Based Ion Implantation and Deposition (PBIID). This is also the name
of the yearly onferene series of the PII ommunity. The proeedings of all nine
workshops provide an invaluable introdution to and overview of the eld.
Key Properties
The advantages and limitations of PII are ompiled in Table 2.1. Complex, large
and heavy samples may be implanted due to the immersion in plasma and the on-
omitant omission of ontrolling an ion beam. The immersion in the ion souring
plasma also renders the proessing time independent of the plasma exposed surfae
area. In addition, the diret exposure of the surfae to the plasma between pulses
neutralizes surfae harging. The dose will be applied uniformly to the sample if the
eletri eld is perpendiular to the sample whih is only the ase for small sheath
widths or at samples. The major down side of the immersion is that all ions in the
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Table 2.1. Advantages and limitations of plasma ion implantation.
Advantages Limitations
Large and ompliated samples possible Dose uniformity limited by sheath size
Proess time independent of surfae area Inhomogeneous implant energy distribution
Charge neutralization by plasma Target must be ondutive
Compatibility with deposition tools In-situ dose monitoring diult
Cheap aquisition & maintenane
plasma sheath are implanted. There is no mass separation and the potential aross
the sheath always varies slightly. The result is an inhomogeneous implant energy
distribution inherent to PII. The situation even worsens if the target is an insulator
whih requires additional eorts. Signiant surfae harging and an additional mesh
to aelerate ions are the two major hallenges faed with non-ondutive targets in
PII. In-situ dose monitoring is diult to ahieve sine the probe must be in the
viinity of the target, thus distorting the eletri eld. The bottom line is that the
measurement slightly alters dose and energy distribution. Lastly, the instrumenta-
tion for PII systems does require less spae due to the simpler priniple and is also
about an order of magnitude heaper to aquire and maintain.
Instrumentation
A typial PII system onsists of the hamber holding a preursor gas, a devie to
ionize the gas, a vauum system, some devie to supply high voltage to a sample
holder and diagnostis to monitor the all of the other omponents. Most systems
use pulses of high-voltage to redue stress on the equipment, prevent aring and
allow the sheath regions to rell the implanted ions. The hamber sizes vary between
0.05 m
3
(typial semiondutor proessing hamber) and 8 m
3
(Los Alamos). Further
size omparisons of PII systems are given in Ref [10℄. Common to all appliations
of PII is that large and sometimes omplex areas are implanted simultaneously from
all relevant faes, be it semiondutor wafers, artiial hip bones or an array of
1000 automotive pistons. The setup at the Plasma Physis Laboratory (PPL) at the
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University of Saskathewan (U of S) has average speiations for a semiondutor
proessing setup.
History
The foundation to the theory of PII was laid in the late 1960's when Widner, Lonn-
gren and Alexe
1
disovered transient sheaths [12℄ and alulated the generation of
ion-aousti waves at a negatively pulsed plate [13℄. They obtained the two most im-
portant quantities for the PII theory, time-dependent ion ux and the ion energy, as a
by-produt of their work. Almost 20 years later, Adler [14℄ used a pulsed vauum ar
soure to perform the rst metal ion beam implants with an instrumentation similar
to modern PII setups. The work of Conrad [15, 16℄ in 1986 is usually regarded as
the birth of PII. Semiondutor appliations were pioneered by Mizuno who devel-
oped a PII room-temperature proess using a high density plasma whih was fully
ompatible with onventional semiondutor proessing [17℄. In 1997, Chu's group
demonstrated the PII prodution of full 100-mm silion-on-insulator (SOI) wafers [18℄
whih have been ruial for miroproessor prodution for a deade.
2
I present the
basis of the PII theory and semiondutor appliations in my history review; a very
extensive disussion of the historial developments from the rst 'Kanalstrahlen'
3
[20℄
to the state of the art of PII at the time of print may be found in the Handbook of
Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation [10℄. The book ontains further introdution to
the physis and instrumentation of PII. The reviews by Anders [21, 22℄, Chu [23℄,
Ensinger [24℄ as well as Möller [25℄ also ontain appealing presentations of many
aspets of PII.
1
I met Igor Alexe at the 49th Annual Meeting of the Division of Plasma Physis 2007 in
Orlando, where I presented my researh on arbon-implanted silion [11℄ and where he was the
session hair. Happy that someone showed up early for the session, I got a quik leture on the
history of plasma waves, eletron heating and other topis.
2
The SOI tehnology is now on the verge of being replaed by high-k metal insulators. An
exellent introdution to the topi may be found in Physis Today [19℄.
3
German for 'anals rays' whih are known as ion beams in modern language.
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Figure 2.2. Sketh of the potential and the densities in a plasma
onned between grounded walls.
2.2 Sheath Conepts
Plasmas are quasi-neutral overall, meaning there are equal numbers of ions and
eletrons, even though loal spae harges are possible. A positively harged ion-
rih region, alled the sheath, forms in the viinity of grounded ondutors when
they are inserted into a plasma. Fig. 2.2 shows eletron and ion densities for the
example of a plasma onned between two grounded walls. Three distint regions
an be identied: the sheath, the pre-sheath and the plasma bulk. The properties
of the pre-sheath and various sheath senarios will be derived and disussed for a
ollisionless plasma in the following setions.
2.2.1 Quiesent Sheath and Pre-Sheath
As the potential is onstant in the bulk, the diering eletron and ion densities in
the sheath an be explained by the dierene in the thermal veloities of eletrons
and ions aused by the dierene in their masses and temperatures. The net positive
harge density in the sheath leads to a potential prole that is positive within the
plasma bulk and falls sharply near the onduting walls, see Fig. 2.2 or Fig. 2.3 a).
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Figure 2.3. Comparison of the quiesent, Matrix and Child-Langmuir
sheaths. The latter two sheath types were alulated for a target po-
tential of 10 kV. The evolution of the Child-Langmuir sheath an be
dedued from snapshots at dierent times. The top graph shows the
potential (a). The ion (b) and eletron density () are also ompared.
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The plasma bulk ats as a onning valley for the eletrons and as a hill for ions
beause the eletri eld lines within the sheath point from the plasma to the wall.
Thus the fore on the eletrons is direted towards the plasma, so that lower-energy
eletrons traveling toward the onduting wall are reeted bak into the plasma.
Conversely, ions from the plasma that enter the sheaths are aelerated toward the
onduting wall. A useful denition of the sheath edge is the boundary at whih
the mean thermal energy of the eletrons equals the potential due to the ions. The
potential within a plasma is given by Poisson's equation
∇2V (x) = e
ε0
[ne (x)− ni (x)] , (2.1)
where V (x) is the potential in the plasma, e is the elementary harge, ε0 is the
permittivity of free spae, ne (x) and ni (x) are the eletron and ion densities within
the sheath.
Eletron and Ion Density
The eletron density an usually assumed to be Maxwellian-distributed and is thus
ne (x) = ns · exp
(
eV (x)
kT e
)
, (2.2)
where ns is the density at the sheath edge and kTe is the eletron temperature. The
ion density an be derived from energy onservation and ontinuity at the sheath
edge
ni (x) = ns
(
1− eV (x)
1
2
miu2B
)−1/2
(2.3)
with
1
2
miu
2
B as the kineti energy of the ions having mass mi and veloity uB at
the sheath edge. The eletron and ion density as a funtion of the Debye length are
plotted in Fig. 2.3 b) and ), respetively.
Debye Length
Poisson's equation an be approximated by the linear terms if the potential V (x) is
small ompared to the ion kineti energy
(
eV ≪ 1
2
mu2B
)
:
d2
dx2
V (x) ≈ e
2ns
ε0kTe
V (x) ≡ V (x)
λ2D
. (2.4)
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This denes the Debye length λD whih is a measure of the eletrostati shielding
distane within the plasma. The Debye length in a plasma with bulk density n0 =
1.2× 1016 ions/m3 and eletron temperature kTe = 4.34 eV is λD = 141 µm.
Potential
The potential whih satises eq. (2.4) between two oating walls with the origin
x = 0 in the middle is [9℄
V (x) = V0 · exp
(
−|x|
λD
)
, (2.5)
where V0 is the potential dierene between the wall and the plasma. Equating the
eletron and ion uxes at the wall yields [26℄
V0 = −kT e
2e
ln
(
mi
2πme
)
, (2.6)
where Te is the eletron temperature, mi and me are the eetive ion mass and
the eletron mass. The wall potential with respet to the eletropositive plasma is
V0 = −19.4 V for kT e = 4.34 eV and mi = 26 u4. The formula is only approximately
valid for the grounded walls in our setup. The potential in the quiesent sheath is
shown in Fig. 2.3 a).
Pre-Sheath
The solution for the potential in this simplied ase always exists. This is not the
ase if all terms are kept. Bohm [27℄ showed that the basi nonlinear equation of
sheath dynamis
d2
dx2
V =
ens
ε0
[
exp
(
eV
kTe
)
−
(
1− eV
1
2
miu
2
B
)−1/2]
(2.7)
has physial solutions with an eletron repelling sheath [9℄ only for
uB ≥
√
kTe
mi
. (2.8)
4
The unit u (unied atomi mass unit) was hosen for the ion masses to simplify the alulation
of ion-eletron mass ratios. The mass of the eletron me is 1/1833 u.
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This inequality is alled the Bohm sheath riterion. It was reviewed by Riemann [28℄
who showed that the riterion also applies in RF disharges [29℄. A nite initial ion
energy requires eletri elds to be present in a region further away from the wall
than the sheath. This region is alled pre-sheath and extends typially muh wider
than the sheath. The pre-sheath is quasi-neutral unlike the sheath, but eletri elds
an exists in both. The potential drop aross the pre-sheath neessary to failitate
the Bohm veloity uB =
√
kTe/mi is the plasma potential:
Vp = −miu
2
B
2e
= −kTe
2e
. (2.9)
The density at the interfae between sheath and pre-sheath an therefore be alu-
lated by substitution of the plasma potential into eq. (2.2)
ne = n0 · exp
(
− e
kT e
kTe
2e
)
= n0 · e−1/2 ≈ 0.61 · n0, (2.10)
where ne ≈ ni = ns is the density at the sheath edge and n0 is the density in the
plasma bulk.
2.2.2 High-Voltage Sheaths
If one of the walls in the preeding example is biased to a high negative voltage,
eletrons are repelled quikly and the sheath onsists entirely of ions.
Matrix Sheath
In a Matrix sheath, the ions are distributed uniformly in the absene of eletrons.
The eletri eld varies linearly with position. The potential is then paraboli
V (x) = −en
ε0
x2
2
. (2.11)
The sheath will extend until the harge of the ions anels the high-voltage potential
at the wall. The potential drop aross the sheath is thus the potential at the wall
V (s) = −V0. Solving for the sheath width gives
sM =
√
2ε0V0
en
= λD
√
2eV0
kTe
. (2.12)
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This sheath width is of the order of tens of Debye lengths for typial target potentials
in PII. A target bias of V0 = 10 kV, in a plasma with eletron temperature kTe =
4.34 eV and Debye length λD = 141 µm yields a Matrix sheath width of sM =
68× λD = 9.6 mm.
The harateristi time sale to establish this situation is given by the time it
takes an eletron to travel aross the ollisionless sheath with kineti energy
eV0 =
1
2
meu
2
0,e. (2.13)
The result is a reation time of the order of the inverse eletron plasma frequeny
τe =
sM
u0,e
=
√
2ε0V0/en√
2eV0/me
=
√
meε0
ne2
= ω−1e , (2.14)
whih is about 0.2 ns for the onditions stated in Table 5.2.
Child-Langmuir Sheath
The onditions under whih the Matrix sheath an exist are short-lived as the ions
move in response to the negative potential at the wall after a time of the order of
the inverse plasma ion frequeny
τi =
sM
u0,i
= ω−1i =
√
miε0
ne2
, (2.15)
whih is about 35 ns for the onditions given by Table 5.2 and hene muh longer
than the 0.2 ns it takes the eletrons to reat to the eletri eld. The ions are
aelerated toward the wall and buried below the surfae. Their positive harge,
whih had previously balaned the negative potential at the wall, is dereased and
the eletri eld an penetrate deeper into the pre-sheath. This rejets more eletrons
and moves the sheath edge deeper into the pre-sheath. The energy distribution of
the ions in this phase depends on their loation within the sheath. As more and
more ions are unovered by this proess, both sheath width and the urrent of ions
toward the wall will reah a steady state. The urrent is now subjet to the spae
harge in the sheath. The sheath in this situation is alled Child-Langmuir (CL)
sheath after the Child-Langmuir law [30℄
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JCL =
4
9
ε0
√
2e
mi
· V
3/2
s2
, (2.16)
whih treats the plasma like a (planar) diode with the sheath width s as the distane
between athode (negatively biased target) and anode (positive ions in the sheath).
The potential within the CL sheath is derived from the onservation of energy
in the limit of small initial ion kineti energies and the ontinuity equation whih is
set equal to eq. (2.16). Poisson's equation is in this ase
d2V
dx2
= −JCL
ε0
(
−2eV
mi
)1/2
=
e
ε0
ni. (2.17)
Integration with the boundary onditions V = dV/dt = 0 yields the potential relative
to the sheath edge at x = 0
V (x) = −V0
(x
s
)4/3
, (2.18)
whih is plotted in Fig. 2.3 a). Substitution of this potential into Poisson's equation
gives the ion density
ni (x) =
4
9
ε0
e
V0
s2
(x
s
)−2/3
. (2.19)
This expression is not nite as x approahes zero beause the initial ion kineti energy
was negleted in the derivation of the Poisson's equation in eq. (2.17). The urrent
in steady-state is given by the Bohm urrent JB = enuB whih may be used to solve
eq. (2.16) for the nal sheath width
sCL =
√
2
3
λD
(
eV
kTe
)3/4
=
1
3
(
eV0
kTe
)1/4
sM . (2.20)
This result will again be derived with greater detail in setion 5.2.1 for a dierent
situation. The Child-Langmuir sheath is generally more extended than the Matrix
sheath and an be of the order of 100's of Debye lengths. An eletrode potential of
V0 = 10 kV and an eletron temperature of kTe = 4.34 eV gives a Matrix sheath
width of sM = 9.6 mm. The Child-Langmuir sheath that develops will extend to
sCL = 157×λD = 2.2 m.
Fig. 2.3 shows the potential, ion density and eletron density as a funtion of the
Debye length for all three situations: quiesent sheath, Matrix sheath and Child-
Langmuir sheath.
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2.3 Seondary Eletrons
If the kineti energy of ions impinging on a target is suiently larger than the target
material's work funtion, multiple eletrons an be ejeted. Eletrons other than the
rst one are alled seondary eletrons. The negative eletrons are aelerated in the
diretion of the plasma bulk by the same eletri eld that guided the positive ions to
the target. Ref [10℄ ontains a detailed disussion of seondary eletrons' role in the
ion implantation proess, PII instrumentation and radiation safety. Steenkamp [31℄
disusses the latter two points for the setup at the U of S Plasma Physis Laboratory.
Relation to the Measured Current
The measured urrent output of the plasma hamber is related to the plasma ion
urrent by the seondary eletron emission urrent
I
measured
= [1 + γ (V )] · I
plasma,i, (2.21)
where the material-dependent seondary eletron emission oeient γ (V ) is given
by
γ (V ) = γ (V, surfae, t) =

 α (surfae, t) ·
√
V − β (surfae, t) ,
0,
(
α · √V
)
≥ β
else
(2.22)
with V as the potential in volts. The oeients α and β are heavily dependent
on the surfae onditions [32, 10℄, suh as the roughness and harge states. Those
onditions also hange in time until the surfae is saturated and additional impinging
ions do not aet the onditions at the surfae [32℄. The rst oeient α has units
of eletrons per
√
V . For onveniene, I will use the number of eletrons emitted at
10 kV
α∗ = α ·
√
10, 000 (2.23)
in the disussion. The oeients α are tabulated for a large number of gases and
target materials, but those values are for atomially lean target surfaes and ondi-
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tions dierent from those during plasma ion implantation. The seond oeient β
is a unitless threshold value for seondary eletron emission to our.
Contribution to the Sheath's Spae Charge
Eah inident ion triggers the emission of multiple seondary eletrons in a typial
PII proess, but they do not ontribute to the spae harge in the sheath due to their
high veloity. The ion Ii and seondary eletron urrents Iγ during implantation with
an ideal pulse are
Ji ≈ eni
√
2eV0/mi (2.24)
and
Jγ ≈ ense
√
2eV0/me ≡ γ · Ji, (2.25)
where e is the elementary harge, V0 is the potential of the pulse, mi and me are
the masses of eletrons and ions, respetively. The ratio of the seondary eletron
density in the sheath nse to the ion density in the sheath ni is
nse
ni
≈ γ
√
me
mi
=
γ
43
√
M
, (2.26)
where γ is the number of seondary eletrons emitted at V0 and M is the number
of nuleons in the ion moleule. For an N2 plasma and a surfae that emits about 1
seondary eletron at -10 kV, the ratio is approximately 1:220≪ 1. Thus, the spae
harge in the sheath is not inuened by the seondary eletrons.
Ionization of Neutrals
Even though the large number of seondary eletrons does not ontribute to the
spae harge in the sheath, their presene still inuenes the sheath region. They
an ionize the neutral gas moleules and thereby inrease the ion density during
high-voltage implantation. This was observed by several groups [33, 34, 35, 36, 37℄
and an also be seen as an inreased steady-state urrent in my raw data (Fig. 3.5).
Bradley [38℄ reently disussed the role of a plasma-beam instability for the ion
enhanement through seondary eletrons. However, the exat mehanism of the
17
oupling of seondary eletrons to the neutral plasma moleules is not yet fully
understood and remains an ative eld of researh at the U of S Plasma Physis
Laboratory.
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Chapter 3
PII Apparatus
3.1 Overview of the Components
An overview of all omponents of the setup is shown in the Fig. 3.1. The apparatus is
roughly grouped into into three setions: high voltage on the left, plasma proessing
in the middle and plasma ontrol on the right. The various units will be disussed
briey in the following paragraphs.
High-Voltage
The high voltage pulses are supplied by staks of ustom built Marx stage modulators
whih were designed by J.T. Steenkamp [31, 39, 40℄. The Marx stages setup as of
Spring 2008 is depited in Fig. 3.2. The pulse height is given by
V = VDC × (# stages)× (ratio) , (3.1)
where VDC is the voltage output of the ustom-built DC supply (max 1 kV), (# stages)
are the stages installed and (ratio) is the step-up ratio of the transformer (or 1 if no
transformer is onneted). A voltmeter near the dial of the DC power supply an be
used to monitor the DC output voltage VDC after a 1:100 voltage divider.
Two modes may be seleted by hanging the wire onnetions between the Marx
stages and the ICP hamber. The iruit diagrams are shown in Fig. 3.3. In the
'Transformer Mode', a Westinghouse 610J647H01 step-up transformer (1:10) as well
as a 2 kΩ shunt resistor are onneted between the HV pulse output and the plasma
hamber, yielding a greater penetration ion depth at the ost of a wide spread in the
ion energy distribution, see disussion in Setion 7.4. The 'Marx Mode' produes a
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Figure 3.1. The Plasma proessing setup as of Spring 2008. (A: Marx
II pulser; B: Pulser Control; C: Proessing Chamber; D: Transformer;
E: Gas & Plasma Control.)
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Figure 3.2. The Marx stages setup as of Spring 2008.
narrower ion energy distribution but is limited to an output of 1 kV per stage. Two
stages are urrently installed and their design allows for eient operation of 8 to
10 stages in total [31℄. The eletrode potential, the urrent output and the alulated
ion energy distribution of -1 kV pulses in both modes with the plasma load (eletron
temperature 4.34 eV, ion density 1.2× 1016 m−3) are ompared in Fig. 3.4, Fig. 3.5
and Fig. 3.6, respetively. The standard operating mode is the 'Transformer Mode'
in order to ahieve a deeper penetration depth.
High-Voltage Control and Monitoring
The implantation duration (1 s to 90 min) and the pulse repetition rate (50 to
100 Hz) an be set using a ustom-made pulse ontrol box. The pulse width is
hard-wired to 6.2 µs. The iruit diagram and a more detailed disussion an be
found in J.T. Steenkamp's MS thesis [31℄. The hanges I made to aount for the
pulse transformer's limitations are doumented in Appendix A.1. A Tektronix probe
model P6015A aquires the high voltage and a Pearson urrent probe model 150
(Rogowski oil) is utilized to obtain the urrent. Both are reorded to a Tektronix
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Figure 3.3. Shemati iruit diagrams for the 'Transformer Mode' a)
and the 'Marx Mode' b). The diagram in a) was taken from Ref [31℄
with permission of the author.
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Figure 3.4. Comparision of the measured eletrode potentials in the
'Transformer Mode' and the 'Marx Mode'.
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Figure 3.5. Comparision of the measured urrent at the high volt-
age feed-through (not orreted for seondary eletron emission) in the
'Transformer Mode' and the 'Marx Mode'. The kink at 5 µs ould be
related to a synhronization problem we lately enountered with one of
the stages.
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Figure 3.6. Ion energy distribution alulated for the 'Trans-
former Mode' and the 'Marx Mode' by the p2i software; see Setion 5.6
for a disussion of the method.
TDS 210 Osillosope where the voltage is on hannel 1 and urrent on hannel 2
in the default onguration. The data is transferred to a PC using the software
Tektronix Open Choie Desktop V1.10.
Proessing Chamber
The indutively oupled plasma (ICP) hamber was manufatured for Prof. Akira
Hirose at the U of S Plasma Physis Laboratory by Plasmonique In., 1650 Boul.
Lionel-Boulet, Varennes, QC Canada. We are grateful for the permission to use his
hamber for this projet. A lose-up photograph of the hamber and its diagnosti
devies is provided in Fig. 3.7. The hamber is ylindrial with 29.8 m inner diam-
eter and 37.5 m height. The gas inside is ionized by eletrons heated by indued
radio-frequeny (RF) eletri elds at a frequeny of 13.56 MHz through a quartz
window via a water-ooled oil on top of the proessing hamber. The hamber is
apped by a Comdel math pro pm-1000 mathing network part FP2216R1 whih
is disussed in Hong Li's MS thesis [41℄.
The stainless steel sample holder is disk-shaped and features two thin bars to
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hold samples in plae. A photograph an be found in Fig. 3.8 and the blueprint is
in Appendix A.2. The sample holder is mounted radially on a rod whih exits the
hamber through the high-voltage feed-through and is about 10 m from the quartz
window. The setup is rated for voltages up to 30 kV [31℄.
Langmuir Probe
The port radially opposite of the sample holder is oupied by a Langmuir probe
whih an be moved to within a few entimeters of the sample holder for measure-
ments. The probe is made from tungsten wire and is not apaitively ompensated.
The inner diameter is 0.31 mm and the length of the tip exposed to the plasma is
5 mm. The remaining area is insulated by an alumina sleeve whih itself is sur-
rounded by a grounded stainless steel jaket. RF frequenies are eliminated by
wrapping the able between the probe and the voltage supply around a yoke. The
voltage is supplied by a Kepo BOP-1M 4888 power supply whih is modulated by
an HP funtion generator 3311A. The sweep frequeny was typially ∼25 Hz for
whih no hysteresis eet were observed. Voltage and urrent are reorded on an-
other Tektronix TDS 210 using the onvention desribed in the high-voltage ontrol
and monitoring paragraph. The plasma urrent is obtained from the voltage drop
over a 1 kΩ resistor to onveniently read milliamperes for volts. The voltage applied
to the probe is given by the dierene of hannel 1 and hannel 2. Fig. 3.9 depits
the setup for Langmuir probe measurements. Tusyewski and Tobin [42℄ estimated
that the error due to a simple setup is about 10% to 12%.
Plasma and Gas Control
The hamber is evauated by a LH Triva D8A roughing pump down to 20 mTorr
in a few minutes and then brought down to pressures of typially low 10−7 Torr
by a Leybold turbo-moleular pump model He-500 within 12 hours. This low base
pressure is neessary to prevent ontamination due to implantation of unwanted ions.
The ratio of working pressure (∼mTorr) to the base pressure of 1:10,000 translates
into 1 unwanted ion in 10,000 ions of the proessing gas. A Granville Phillips Miro-
25
Figure 3.7. The Plasma proessing hamber and diagnosti devies as
of Spring 2008. (A: High-Voltage Probe; B: Current Probe; C: Math-
ing Network; D: Langmuir Probe; E: Ion Gauge.) We are grateful to
Prof. A. Hirose for the permission to use his hamber in this study.
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Figure 3.8. The sample holder for gallium arsenide implants.
Figure 3.9. The Langmuir probe setup.
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Table 3.1. Independent parameters of ion implantation.
Parameter Value
Base Pressure < 3× 10−7 Torr
Working Pressure 3±1 mTorr
Gauge Position 70%
Gas nitrogen
RF Power 400 W
Series Mathing 60.5%
Shunt Mathing 78.9%
Ion Plus Gauge Model 356-002 is onneted to the hamber to read the base pressure.
Its heat loss sensor is ative from atmospheri pressure to 3 × 10−2 Torr, then the
signal is mixed with the ion gauge turning on in 'low emission' up to a pressure
of 3 × 10−3 Torr. The low emission mode is ative until the pressure drops below
5 × 10−6 Torr whih triggers the 'high emission' mode. The auray is ±15% of
reading for pressures up to 50 Torr
1
.
The rak at the rightmost of the setup features an MKS Type 247 ow ontroller,
MKS Type 651 pressure ontroller for a MKS valve type 653B-13048 to set the work-
ing pressure whih is measured by a MKS 622A-21745 transduer. This ombination
is aurate to within 1 mTorr if the sensor has been zeroed orretly
2
. Thus, the
position of the valve was also reorded to inrease repeatability of the onditions,
see Table 3.1. Lastly, the setion ontains a Comdel math pro pm-1000 impedane
mathing unit FA0 718 for the ENI OEM-6A-11491-51 radio frequeny (RF) solid
state plasma power supply. The series and shunt apaitane was adjusted until the
reverse power was below the detetion limit of 5 W. The reading of the mathing
unit for minimal reverse power are given in Table 3.1.
1
The manual does not inlude the auray for the gauge. Customer support emailed me the
value upon request.
2
The manual does not inlude the auray of the transduer. Customer support emailed me
the value upon request.
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Table 3.2. Properties of ICP plasmas. Values from [10℄.
Property Range
Density 1016 − 1018m−3
ICP Power Transfer 50 - 90%
Eletron Temperature 1 - 5 eV
Ion Temperature 0.1 - 0.5 eV
Plasma Potentials 10 - 30 V
Radio Frequeny 0.1 - 100 MHz
3.2 ICP Plasmas
Indutively oupled plasmas (ICP) are well suited for plasma ion implantation as
they provide stable and and lean plasmas over wide range of gas pressures. The
most important properties for plasma ion implantation and their ranges are ompiled
in Table 3.2.
The oil whih ionizes the gas sits outside the hamber whih minimizes ontam-
ination of the plasma as well as wear of the oil. A wide range of radio frequen-
ies (RF) are utilized. Popular hoies are 13.56 MHz and harmonis 6.78 MHz and
27.12 MHz as well as frequenies lower than 0.46 MHz. The 13.56 MHz frequenies
(used at the U of S Plasma Physis Laboratory) and harmonis gain their popularity
from their historial assignment to high-voltage appliations and the low, sub MHz,
frequenies oer an inrease in the power transfer from the oil to the plasma at
lower frequenies [10℄. In any ase neither of the popular frequenies interfere with
publi or military broadast bands. Typial skin depths in the plasma are of the
order of a few entimeters at 13.56 MHz whih means that the sample holder in our
setup is surrounded by a maximally ionized plasma.
Other benets of ICP disharges are that the eletron and ion densities are nearly
equal and that the eletron energy distributions are lose to Maxwellian [10℄. Fur-
thermore, the density prole over the plasma hamber varies only by a few perents
for low pressures (< 100 mTorr). In general, higher mean free paths of the ions
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Figure 3.10. Measured plasma density as funtion of power. The
densities were obtained from Langmuir probe measurements and are
too high by a fator of 6, see disussion in Setion 4.3. However, the
general trend is not aeted by the multipliative fator.
broaden the plasma density prole.
3.3 Considerations
3.3.1 Power
The plasma ion density as a funtion of the RF oil's power is shown in Fig. 3.10. The
data was extrated from Langmuir probe measurements as desribed in setion 4.2.
The density varies linearly with the power up to about 400 W. The measured density
dereases at 500 W and rises up again when approahing 600 W. This loal mini-
mum is onsistent with Langmuir probe measurements reported by Tuszewski and
Tobin [42℄. Based on these measurements, I hose to run the proessing at 400 W to
save energy. The minor inrease of the plasma density at 600 W did not seem worth
the extra expense of 200 W.
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Figure 3.11. Variation of the nitrogen ion speies in a 400 W ICP
power soure after Kim et al. [43℄.
3.3.2 Ion Populations
Kim et al. [43℄ studied the populations of nitrogen ion speies for a wide range
of powers and pressures in ICP (RF 13.56 MHz) proessing plasmas. Their mass
analyzer onsists of a movable ion extration system immersed in a plasma, a 60
◦
permanent setor magnet, an ion energy modulator for beam sanning and an ion
olleting Faraday up. Fig. 3.11 shows their results for 400 W RF power. The blak
irles are the measured data points and the solid lines are ts obtained from an
Akima spline algorithm. I obtained the following values for the pressure of 3 mTorr:
13.2% N
+
ions and 85.7% N
+
2 ions. The remainder of 1.1% was assigned to N
+
3 ions.
3.3.3 Surfae Charging
The eetive voltage on the target surfae due to surfae harging was studied by
Emmert [44℄. He found that the eetive voltage on the surfae of a dieletri, suh
as GaAs, is given by:
V
e
=
V0 (t)− [n0ed (s− s0) / (ε0κ)]
1 + [4d/ (3sκ)]
, (3.2)
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Figure 3.12. Surfae harging for a 10 kV implant of popular implan-
tation targets.
where V0 (t) is the voltage applied to the sample holder, d is the thikness of the
sample, κ = 12.9 is the sample's dieletri onstant, n0 is the plasma bulk density, s0
is the quiesent sheath width (the sheath width prior to implantation) and s = s (t)
is the thikness of the expanding high voltage sheath. The seond term in the
numerator is the eet of aumulating harge and the denominator aounts for the
hange in the potential due to the thikness of the sample. The eetive voltages for
samples of various popular implantation targets of various thiknesses are plotted
in Fig. 3.12. The eetive voltage at the surfae of a 2.1 mm GaAs target for a
10 kV pulse would be 6.1 kV if the sample sits on a sample holder. However, two
thin stainless steel bars on top of the samples might mitigate the eet of surfae
harging (dashed blak line in Fig. 3.12) signiantly. The eetive voltage is then
almost the voltage at the sample holder, but the ions will be implanted at an angle
slightly dierent from normal as the eletri eld lines are not perpendiular to
the surfae in this situation. The seondary eletron emission an also signiantly
ontribute to the surfae harging as Lindner and Cheung [45℄ showed. The surfae
harging also depends on the pulse repetition rate. Those eets have been studied
by Dai and Wang [46℄. Short pulse widths and low repetition rates surfae harging.
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The eetive voltage annot be measured easily, but a measured ion depth prole
an learly show whether the ions were aelerated by 10 kV or 6.1 kV. The depth
prole an also be used to some extent to detet the angle whih the ions had upon
implantation into the target.
3.3.4 Sample Heating
Sample heating has been studied experimentally [47℄ and theoretially [48℄. I devel-
oped a simple model for an estimate of the temperature inrease under the following
assumptions:
1. Eah ion has the same kineti energy whih is equal to the voltage at the
plateau of the pulse (mono energeti ions)
2. The kineti energy is ompletely onverted into lattie vibrations, i.e. heat,
when the ions are stopped at their nal destination within the target. Changes
in any of the potential energies of the target will not be onsidered. Further-
more, no ions are reeted at the target.
3. The target is thermally isolated and does not radiate heat.
4. The temperature of the sample is initially 300 K.
The following sample alulation will be arried out for a uene of
F = 5× 1010 ions/m2 aused by an ideal -10 kV pulse. The energy Q deposited in
the target is:
Q = A · F ·KE, (3.3)
where A = 0.13 m2 is the surfae area of the target, F = 5 × 1010 ions/m2 is the
uene and KE = 1.6 × 10−15 J is the kineti energy of the ions. The question of
thermal ondutivity must be answered next sine the ions are implanted within a
small volume just below the surfae. If the target is suh that both the thermal
ondutivity and the spei heat oeient are low, then the temperature of the
surfae will inrease greatly and melting will our. The thermal ondutivity of
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GaAs at 300 K is δ = 46 W/m/K [49℄ and the power due to implantation in my
example is
P
impl
= f ·Q = f · A · F ·KE, (3.4)
where f = 63.13 Hz is the pulse repetition rate. The implanted power
P
impl
= 8.32 mW is small and the thermal gradient within the sample is there-
fore also small. The heat will be distributed over the entire volume of the sample.
The heat apaity is dened by
Q = cm ·m ·∆T, (3.5)
where cm = 350 J/K/kg [49℄ is the spei heat of gallium arsenide,m = 126×10−6 kg
is the mass of the entire sample and ∆T is the temperature dierene aused by the
deposited energy. Combining eqs. (3.3) and (3.5) yields the temperature dierene
of the sample ∆T
∆T =
A · F ·KE
c ·m , (3.6)
whih is ∆T ≈ 10−3 K in my example. For a total uene of 1015 ions/m2 or in
other units 6% nitrogen in GaAs, the target would be about 20 K hotter whih is
negligible.
The sample does not heat signiantly due to ion implantation. However the
stainless steel sample holder does due to a lower heat ondutivity and ohmi heating.
The thermal onnetion between sample and sample holder in vauum and in a
plasma is weak, so that the inuene on the sample temperature is negligible. The low
thermal interation also means that the sample holder is very hot after implantations
and the sample holder should be given a few hours to ool down.
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Chapter 4
Experimental
4.1 GaAs Samples
The gallium arsenide (GaAs) samples for this study were bought from Wafer World
In., 1100 Tehnology Plae, Suite 104 - West Palm Beah, FL 33407. They were
sold as test grade 6.4×3.2×3.2 mm3 bars with unknown orientation. I measured a
large number of the samples with a KAR Vernier aliper. The atual dimensions
are (6.1± 0.1)× (2.1± 0.1)× (2.1± 0.1) mm3 whih gives at total sample volume of
V
sample
= (27± 2)×10−9 m3. The masses of 10 samples were measured on a Mettler
Toledo AB 204-5 laboratory sale. The sample mass is
m
sample
= (126.4± 0.2) mg. The error inludes the sale's auray and spread
amongst the samples. The alulated density for those samples
ρ
GaAs
= (4700± 320) kg/m3 is about 12% smaller than the literature value for the
density of rystalline GaAs (5320 kg/m
3
) [6℄. The number density was alulated
from
n
GaAs
=
ρ
GaAs
M
GaAs
NA, (4.1)
where M
GaAs
= 144.65 g/mol is the molar mass of a GaAs building blok and
NA = 6.022 × 1023 per mol is Avogadro's number. Using the measured density
ρ
GaAs
, a number density of n
GaAs
= 1.96× 1022 m−3 was obtained for the samples,
whih is about 11% lower than the literature value of 2.20× 1022 m−3 [6℄. The dis-
repany between the measured value and the literature value ould be an indiation
of polyrystallinity. A photograph of the samples loaded on the sample holder is
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shown in Fig. 3.8.
4.2 Langmuir Probe Measurements
Evaluation of the urrent-voltage plot obtained from Langmuir probe measurements
is a standard tehnique in plasma physis. A disussion of the physis and the instru-
mentation is given in several textbooks [9, 26, 50℄ and more in-depth in
reviews [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56℄.
Fig. 4.1 shows the measured urrent response as a funtion of the applied voltage
for a nitrogen plasma generated by 400 W RF power (13.56 MHz) at (3±1) mTorr
working pressure. Measurements were performed before, during, and after implan-
tation, but they yielded essentially the same values for all parameters in the plasma
bulk and will not be disussed separately.
The plasma potential is loated at the intersetion of the two lines in the inset
and has a value of 19.5 V with respet to ground. Stritly speaking, this potential
is the sum of the plasma potential and the wall potential. The eletron and ion
urrents are balaned at (4.8±2.4) V whih is the oating potential. The left line
is tted to the diode-like eletron olletion whih theoretially ours until the
probe potential equals the plasma potential and the right urrent line is tted to the
eletron saturation urrent for probe potentials above the plasma potential.
The eletron temperature may be obtained from the eletron omponent of the
probe urrent [26℄ by realizing that the eletron temperature is the inverse slope in
the log(urrent)-voltage plot between the oating potential and the plasma potential
Te =
∆V
∆ ln (I)
. (4.2)
An appropriate number of data points was used to alulate an eletron temperature
of 4.34 eV by least square tting to the left slope in the inset of Fig. 4.1.
Three dierent methods were applied to the urrent-voltage measurements to
extrat the plasma densities. The rst method obtains the plasma ion density from
applied voltages muh lower than the positive plasma potential. Eletrons are re-
pelled by the probe in this onguration. Therefore, only ions are olleted. The ion
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Figure 4.1. A urrent-voltage urve obtained from Langmuir probe
data for a nitrogen plasma generated by 400 W RF (13.56 MHz) power
at 3 mTorr pressure. The inset is logarithmi to emphasize the dier-
ene in the slopes.
saturation urrent Ii olleted by the negatively biased probe is [26℄
I ≈ −Ii = −0.61 · eniuBAprobe, (4.3)
where ni is the ion density, uB = 4, 000 m/s is the Bohm veloity and
A
probe
= 5 mm2 is the surfae area of the probe. Eq. (4.3) was solved for the
ion density ni = 1.7 × 1017 m−3 using an average urrent obtained from all data
points for whih V < −60 V.
The seond method follows the orbital-motion-limited (OML) approah [57, 58℄
whih inludes eets of the pre-sheath to obtain the ion density ni. Here, the ion
urrent is given by
Ii = eniviAprobe, (4.4)
where the ion veloity vi is
vi =
√−eV
8mi
(4.5)
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with V as the applied voltage, e = 1.602 × 10−19 C as the elementary harge and
mi as the (eetive) ion mass. The value of the ion density was again obtained by
least-square t to all data points for whih V < −60 V. The OML approah yields
ni = 6.8× 1016 m−3.
The last method [59℄ takes data from the eletron saturation region where the
eletron urrent is dominant. The urrent at the plasma potential is then given by
JVp =
1
4
ene〈ve〉, (4.6)
where 〈ve〉 =
√
8kTe
pime
= 1.4 × 106 m/s is the average thermal speed of Maxwellian-
distributed eletrons. The urrent at the plasma potential was measured as
JVp = 2.7 mA. Rearranging eq. (4.6) yields the eletron density ne = 9.85×1015 m−3.
4.3 Disussion
Plasma Potential
Lieberman [26℄ derives the sheath potential at a oating wall V0 from the ondition of
equal ion and eletron uxes at the sheath boundary. The plasma (spae) potential
is approximately the oating wall potential if the eets of the grounded walls are
negleted
V0 ≈ Vp = 1
2
Te · ln
(
mi
2πme
)
(4.7)
where Te = 4.34 eV is the eletron temperature, mi = 26 u is the eetive mass
of the ions and me is the mass of the eletrons. The value Vp = 19.39 V obtained
from eq. (4.7) under the assumption of a orretly measured eletron temperature
ompares extremely well with the measured value of 19.5 eV within the 10% error
due to the setup.
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Eletron Temperature
The obtained value of Te = 4.34 eV within 10% error agrees very well with Hong
Li's measurements
1
[41℄ on the same setup. She also found that the eletrons do
not stritly follow a Maxwellian distribution, whih adds to the error budget for the
eletron temperature.
Plasma Densities
The plasma ion and eletron densities were obtained by three dierent methods
whih diverge by a fator of 10 from the lowest measurement to the highest. The ion
densities obtained by the Langmuir probe were higher than the eletron density by a
fator of approximately 6-10 whih was also observed by Tusyewski and Tobin [42℄ for
a lower RF frequeny (0.46 MHz). Their ratio is 1.2 at 400 W power and 3 mTorr
pressure. They suggest that RF interferene auses the overestimation of the ion
densities. Our Langmuir probe is poorly shielded against RF whih would explain
the higher ratio in my study.
The determination of the eletron density with this method depends ritially
on the exat position of the plasma potential, whih annot be determined very
preisely with the present setup. The value ne = (9.85 ± 0.99) × 1015 m−3 is lose
to the eletron density of 1.24 × 1016 m−3 reported by Tusyewski and Tobin [42℄.
The ion density of 1.53× 1016 m−3 in their report is lower than the ones I obtained,
but is of the same order. The best agreement between the measured and predited
urrents was obtained for a plasma bulk density of n0 ≈ ni ≈ ne ≈ 1.2 × 1016 m−3
whih agrees with the measurements in Ref [42℄.
1
Fig. 4.7 on p. 37 in Ref [41℄ shows a broad maximum at about 4.3 eV for 400 W. Note that the
position of the maximum is not strongly dependent on the pressure, thus the values obtained for
5 mTorr are also valid for the lower pressure of 3 mTorr used in my study.
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Chapter 5
Modelling Plasma Ion Implantation
5.1 Introdution to the Lieberman Model
Lieberman derived an analytial alternative to the dierential equations of a two-
uid plasma by assuming that the urrent an be desribed by the Child-Langmuir
law on the one hand and by the urrent due to a ombination of the moving sheath
edge and the Bohm urrent on the other hand. The model is also known as the
dynami sheath model. Lieberman's derivations for the urrent toward the target
and the sheath width for ideal retangular pulses [60℄ and trapezoidal pulses [61℄
ompare reasonably well to numerial simulations and measurements [62℄.
The physial insight and simpliity of an analytial desription for a omplex
system suh as the plasma sheath must be paid for by assumptions whih speify
the boundaries of the desription's validity. The analytial Lieberman model for the
ion urrent toward the target is subjet to the following onditions:
1. Eletri elds are frozen to their initial value during a alulation step. Thus,
ion motion and the sheath positions are treated quasi-statially.
2. A fully expanded quasi-stati ion matrix sheath forms instantaneously and the
urrent an be desribed by a (quasi-stati) Child-Langmuir law [30℄ during
the entire implantation.
3. Pre-sheath and the plasma bulk supply the Bohm urrent and the plasma ion
density at all times whih are treated as boundary onditions. Furthermore,
the ion reservoir is innite and relling happens instantaneously.
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4. Eletrons respond instantaneously to the applied elds. Lieberman [60℄ refers
to those eletrons as 'inertialess'.
5. Ions arrive at the target instantaneously.
6. Uniform plasma density in the region of implantation.
7. Collisionless ion ow.
8. The sheath edge is abrupt whih applies if the Debye length is muh smaller
than the initial sheath width.
9. Ions are mono-atomi and singly harged. Moreover, multiple ion speies in
the plasma produe a ommon sheath edge, i.e. they an be treated by an
eetive mass.
10. The geometry is planar and one dimensional.
11. Ion density and initial sheath width at the beginning of eah applied voltage
pulse are the same.
12. The measured potential is the potential at the sample surfae.
The rst four assumptions as well as assumptions 7 and 8 were briey disussed in
the paper desribing the model [60℄. I added the other assumptions due to their
relevane for an aurate desription of a real PII proess. There is no review of
their validity in the literature. My disussion may be found in Appendix C.1.
There are several numerial simulations onstrained by far less assump-
tions [63, 64, 65℄, but their exeution is time onsuming. Moreover, the extra ef-
fort is futile for most PII appliations where other soures of error outweighs the
auray of urrent or dose preditions. The Lieberman model has been proven a
fair approximation for PII under laboratory onditions [62℄.
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5.2 Implementation of the Model
The implementation of the model follows a report by En et al. [62℄ with extensions for
multiple ion speies [66, 67℄, plasma enhanement [37℄ and the predition of urrents
before and after implantation [68℄. The name of the software disussed here is p2i.
It is written in ANSI C and a renement of the software previously disussed by
JT Steenkamp [31℄. My work is the rst attempt to predit the sheath, urrent and
uene within error boundaries.
5.2.1 Current and Sheath
The fragile equilibrium of ions in the sheath must be sustained by a onstant ow of
ions into the sheath region. The new ions are supplied by the Bohm urrent
JB = enuB (5.1)
and also by the moving sheath edge
Js = en
ds
dt
, (5.2)
whih unovers new ions to be aelerated until the spae harge of the ions in the
sheath anels the applied potential at the target. The expression beomes negative
for dereasing potential, thus sreening some of the ions from the Bohm urrent by
virtue of a shrinking sheath width. The sign of the moving sheath edge for all phases
is shown in Table 5.1.
The total urrent toward the target at all times an hene be written
J = en (V, t)
(
ds (V, t)
dt
+ uB
)
, (5.3)
where e is the elementary harge, ds/dt is the veloity of the sheath edge, uB is the
(eetive) Bohm veloity and n (V, t) is the momentary plasma density tabulated in
Table 5.1. This density is redued when a pre-sheath exists and is enhaned linearly
with the voltage during PII
n (V, t) =

 n0 [1 + a · V (t)]0.61 · n0
during PII
else
, (5.4)
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Table 5.1. Phases during plasma ion implantation and their imple-
mentation in the p2i software. CL denotes the Child-Langmuir sheath,
a is the oeient of the plasma enhanement and n0 is the plasma
bulk density.
Region 1 2 3 4 5
Voltage Shape ______ upslope  ______
Sheath Type Quiesent Matrix+CL CL CL Quiesent
Pre-Sheath large small small small large
Density 0.61n0 (1+aV)n0 (1+aV)n0 (1+aV)n0 0.61n0
Sheath Veloity ds/dt=0 ds/dt>0 ds/dt=0 ds/dt<0 ds/dt=0
where a is a onstant, V is the voltage at the sample surfae and the fator 0.61 was
derived in Setion 2.2.1.
At the same time, it is assumed that the urrent toward the target at all times
an be desribed by the Child-Langmuir law [30℄
JCL =
4
9
ε0
√
2e
mi
· V
3/2
s2
. (5.5)
Equating the urrents in eqs. (5.3) and (5.5) gives an inhomogeneous non-linear
dierential equation for the sheath width s(t)
d
dt
s(V, t)− 4
9
ε0
e · n (V, t)
√
2e
mi
V (t)3/2
(
1
s(V, t)2
)
= −uB. (5.6)
The software solves this dierential equation for eah of the time steps using a
4th order Runge-Kutta algorithm. The resulting value for the sheath width is then
plugged bak into eq. (5.5) to obtain the urrent density at time t.
In the steady-state ds/dt = 0 and eq. (5.6) beomes
s0 =
(
4
9
)1/2(
ε0
enuB
)1/2(
2eV 30
mi
)
.
1/4
(5.7)
Substitution of the Bohm veloity uB, introduing the Debye length λD and sorting
yields
s0 =
√
2
3
1√
b
λD
(
eV
kTe
)
,
3/4
(5.8)
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where b is the modier of the plasma bulk density. Before and after implantation
b = 0.61, V = 19.5 V and kTe = 4.34 eV. The sheath width from eq. (5.8) is
then s0 ≈ 3 · λD whih ompares reasonably well to the sreening of the potential
in Fig. 2.3 a). The dierential equation in eq. (5.6) an therefore be used for times
before and after high-voltage implantation and eq. (5.8) is a reasonable starting value
for the quiesent sheath width.
5.2.2 Fluene and Energy Distribution
Integration by Simpson's rule over the urrent from the pulse's beginning to its
end yields the uene whih is dened here as the number of (moleular) ions in
the sheath that are aelerated toward a unit area. Upon impat on the area, the
moleular ions break into mono-atomi ions. If their energy and trajetory is suh
that they are stopped within the target, those ions will ontribute to the dose whih
has units of ions per unit volume. The software alulates the energy distribution
of the ions from the applied potential under the assumption that all ions are singly
harged and aelerated by the full potential at any time step, i.e. a histogram of
the voltage is alulated. It is assumed that the ontributions of dierent speies to
the uene is in the same ratio than the population of those speies in the plasma.
This is stritly valid only for short pulse durations [67℄. Two ases are onsidered
in the output, the energy distribution of the uene in the plasma as well as the
distribution of the mono-atomi daughter ions formed at the instant of the impat.
The alulation of the dose will be disussed in Chapter 7.
5.2.3 Error Boundaries
The error boundaries in the output of the sheath width and the plasma ion urrent
are alulated from three soures: the errors of the measured eletron temperature
and plasma bulk density as well as from the quantization error of the osillosope.
The error in the rst two variables is estimated as 10% [42℄, the latter error is
typially 1% of the pulse plateau. The relative quantization error is thus very large
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at the beginning and end of the pulse. All three errors are used to alulate the set of
minimal and maximal variables whih are fed to the same algorithms that alulate
the (average) values for sheath, urrent and uene.
5.2.4 Measured Sheath, Current and Fluene
The p2i software also outputs the measured urrent density and the sheath width
alulated from the measured urrent, both as a funtion of time. The raw output of
the Pearson oil is smoothed and divided by the sample area after the seondary ele-
tron urrent omponent is subtrated. The sheath width is alulated from eq. (5.5)
under the assumption that the urrent an be desribed by the Child-Langmuir law
at all times. This method an only be used during high-voltage implantation when
the measured urrent is exlusively due to ions. Finally, the measured uene was
obtained by integration over the urrent density from the start of the pulse to its
end with the same Simpson's rule algorithm used to obtain the predited uene.
The heneforth alled 'measured' values are subjet to a orret estimation of the
eletrode area and the seondary eletron emission and thus not raw data. The ele-
trode area was measured, but the entire area is not neessarily immersed in plasma.
In fat, about a third of the rod supporting the sample holder is hidden in a port
where the ionization from the ICP oil should be less than in the hamber. More-
over, an extended sample adds to the eetive surfae area and if sample and sample
holder are made from dierent materials, both seondary eletron emission oe-
ients must be inluded. The sample holder area and seondary eletron oeient
in the alulations do not inlude those eets and should thus be understood as
eetive areas and oeients.
5.2.5 Calulation Input
Preditions using the Lieberman model require at least the eletron temperature, the
plasma density and the time-dependent eletrode potential as input. The rst two
are typially obtained from Langmuir probe measurements and the latter is either
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Table 5.2. Input parameters used in the alulation of the ion urrent,
sheath width and uene. The last olumn states how the value was
obtained.
Parameter Value Obtained via
Eletron Temperature Te (4.34±4.3) eV Langmuir probe
Plasma Density n0 (1.20±0.12)×1016 m−3 Pearson probe
Density Enhanement Fator a 5.5×10−4 per V Fitting
Ion Populations 13.2% N+, 85.7% N+2 , 1.1% N
+
3 , Ref [43℄
Plasma Potential 19.5 V Langmuir probe
Eletrode Area 42.0 m
2
Measurement
Seondary Eletrons α∗ 1.0 at 10 kV Fitting
Eletrode Potential see inset of Fig. 5.4, 5.3 or 5.5 HV probe
measured or approximated by the analyti formula [61℄ for trapezoidal voltage pulses.
The input parameters to all preditions shown in this work are given in Table 5.2.
The density enhanement fator and the seondary eletron emission oeient were
hosen to t a large number of eletrode potentials in both modes. The predited
and measured urrent densities were ompared for their initial Bohm urrents, peak
heights, urrents at the plateau and deay harateristis of the peak to the plateau
as well as from the plateau to the Bohm urrent after the pulse. The preditions
depend strongly on a orret measurement of the ion bulk density and eletron
temperature whih an be seen in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2, respetively. Variations in
those parameters aet the peak height and the deay behaviour of the ion urrent
and hene the uene. Both inrease the peak height with lower values and inrease
the urrent in the fall time of the voltage.
5.3 Sheath Predition
The predited sheaths and measured sheaths are shown in Fig. 5.3, Fig. 5.4 and
Fig. 5.5. All measured sheaths are reasonably lose to the predited error boundaries.
The maximum sheath widths are onsistently lower than the sheath widths expeted
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Figure 5.1. Change of the ion urrent predition for various ion bulk
densities. The alulation uses the voltage waveform shown in the inset
of Fig. 5.3. The eletron temperature was set to 4.34 eV and ion density
enhanement was turned o. It was assumed that the pre-sheath does
not form instantly after the end of the voltage pulse.
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Figure 5.2. Change of the ion urrent predition for various eletron
temperatures. The alulation uses the voltage waveform shown in the
inset of Fig. 5.3. The bulk ion density was set to 1.2×1016 m−3 and
ion density enhanement was turned o. It was assumed that the pre-
sheath forms instantly after the ollapse of the high-voltage sheath.
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Figure 5.3. Comparison between the measured sheath and the sheath
predited by the p2i software. The inset shows the eletrode potential
used in the alulation. This is an example for a typial -1 kV voltage
pulse generated in the 'Marx Mode'. The horizontal blue line is the
expeted sheath width for a very long ideal pulse (DC solution). The
kink at 5 µs is most likely due to a malfuntion in the Marx stage.
for a long pulse at the enhaned plasma density and the dierene grows with higher
plateau voltages and less ideal pulse shapes. This is a onsequene of the plasma
enhanement fator and the dependene of the sheath width on its history. The
preditions agree very well with the DC sheath width if the plasma enhanement
is turned o and the plasma onditions allow a steady-state sheath width for the
duration of the pulse.
The Child-Langmuir law is not valid at the beginning of the voltage pulse, where
the urrent is due to the extration of ions from the Matrix sheath. This happens
fast, i.e. within the rst few steps of the alulation, and an thus be negleted.
Sheaths predited by the Lieberman model are generally lower than those predited
by numerial simulations [10, 68℄. Those simulations predit a steeper rise and fall
slope, but agree well in terms of the sheath ollapse time. The measured sheath
width an only be alulated until the end of the high-voltage pulse, when urrents
due to eletrons beome dominant. This will be disussed in the next setion.
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Figure 5.4. Comparison between the measured sheath and the sheath
predited by the p2i software. The inset shows the eletrode potential
used in the alulation. This is an example for a typial -1 kV voltage
pulse generated in the 'Transformer Mode'. The horizontal blue line is
the expeted sheath width for a very long ideal pulse (DC solution).
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Figure 5.5. Comparison between the measured sheath and the sheath
predited by the p2i software. The inset shows the eletrode potential
used in the alulation. This is an example for a typial -10 kV voltage
pulse generated in the 'Transformer Mode'. The horizontal blue line
is the expeted sheath width for a very long ideal pulse (DC solution)
at the enhaned plasma density. The pulse is too short to reah the
maximal sheath width under onditions in the plasma.
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5.4 Plasma Current Predition
The predited and measured urrent densities are ompared in Fig. 5.6, Fig. 5.7 and
Fig. 5.8. The -1 kV pulse in the 'Marx Mode' (MM) and the -10 kV pulse in the
'Transformer Mode' (TM) are predited very well within the error boundaries. The
plateaus of predited urrents for the -1 kV pulses are at the level of the Bohm urrent
for the enhaned density. This is expeted from the left hand side of eq. (2.16) when
the sheath width does not hange. The predited urrent of the -10 kV pulse is
higher than the Bohm urrent whih an be explained from the underestimation of
the sheath width in most of Fig. 5.5.
Limitations of the Model
Two features in the predition of the upper error boundary ath the eye: seondary
peaks at the beginning and the end of Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.8. The spike at the
beginning is the result of an underestimation of the minimal Matrix sheath width
and a relative quantization error of the order of 50 to 100% for the rst steps. The
peaks at the end are aused by the minimal sheath width whih ollapses rst and is
lose to the small pre-implantation steady-state value while the maximum voltage is
still onsiderably high. The urrent then surpasses the level of the Bohm urrent for
the enhaned plasma density. The software is still in development and those glithes
were deliberately not edited to show exatly the output a user of the software would
produe.
The osillations with high amplitudes at the end of the measured urrent are
most likely due to sheath depletion. The absene of ions in the former sheath region
auses eletrons to pour into the void and get lost to the eletrode in large numbers.
The urrent deays to the level of the initial urrent after 2 to 3 µs. The sign of the
urrent should be opposite of the ion urrent, but the urrent experimental setup is
not able to detet this.
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Anomaly of the -1 kV TM Pulse
The measured urrent in Fig. 5.7 violates the assumption of plasma density enhane-
ment as well as the assumption that the pre-sheath before implantation has a density
signiantly dierent from the plasma bulk. However, the eets of plasma density
enhanement are learly visible in the urrent plot for the 'Marx Mode' at the same
peak voltage, see Fig. 5.6. A hypothetial threshold for the plasma density enhane-
ment must therefore be dependent on the voltage as well as the shape of the applied
voltage waveform. The assumption that the Child-Langmuir sheath eats into the pre-
sheath ould also be invalid. The fator of 0.61 due to the dierene between bulk
and the edge of the pre-sheath an be absorbed into the plasma enhanement fator
without aeting the t. It is also possible that the seondary eletron emission
rather than the plasma enhanement fator has to inlude a threshold. The physis
behind the urrent density aused by the -1 kV pulse in the 'Transformer Mode' must
be subjet to further researh.
Conluding Remarks
The deits in the predition of the ion urrent with the Lieberman model, espeially
the height of the rst peak, have also been reported by other researhers [62, 68, 69℄.
The plasma urrent an be measured diretly by means of a Faraday up whih is
urrently being added to our experimental setup. Faraday up measurements make
redundant the inlusion of the seondary eletron oeient, but annot resolve
the unertainties onerning the true area of the eletrode. Nonetheless, the diret
measurement of the ion urrent will help to inrease the auray of the preditions
further and ould also supply insight to the puzzle of the measured urrent for the
-1 kV pulse in the 'Transformer Mode'.
5.5 Fluene Predition
The performane of the experimental system for a wide range of implantation dura-
tions is depited in Fig. 5.9. Table 5.3 ontains the uenes obtained by integrating
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Figure 5.6. Comparison between the measured urrent and the ur-
rent predited by the p2i software for the voltage pulse shown in the
inset of Fig. 5.3. The horizontal blue line show the expeted Bohm
urrent for the given onditions in the plasma. The kink at 5 µs is
most likely due to a malfuntion in the Marx stage.
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Figure 5.7. Comparison between the measured urrent and the ur-
rent predited by the p2i software for the voltage pulse shown in the
inset of Fig. 5.4. The horizontal blue line show the expeted Bohm
urrent for the given onditions in the plasma. The purple dashed line
shows that the plateau is at the same level as the initial Bohm Current
density.
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Figure 5.8. Comparison between the measured urrent and the ur-
rent predited by the p2i software for the voltage pulse shown in the
inset of Fig. 5.5. The horizontal blue line show the expeted Bohm
urrent for the given onditions in the plasma.
the urrents shown in the previous setion. The rst and the last uenes agree
very well to the measured uenes within the error predition. The seond uene
(Fig. 5.7) is too low beause of the reasons disussed in the last setion.
The predited uenes sale aording to
F ∝ np0V 1/20 , (5.9)
where n0 is the plasma bulk density, V0 is the voltage at the plateau of the pulse and
p depends on the plasma enhanement fator. The exponent is p = 1.27 ≈ 5/4 for no
plasma enhanement and p = 1.14 for an enhanement of a = 5.5×10−4 per volt. In
any ase, the exponents are lower than the value p = 3/2 whih was reported by Tian
and Chu [70℄. They derived the exponent for a perfetly retangular pulse, whereas
all of our pulses were approximately trapezoidal. Hene, the exponent ould also
depend on the shape of the applied voltage form. The saling with the ion density is
important for the optimization of plasma ion implantation, but sarely reported in
the literature. Further researh with other ommon voltage shapes for PII proessing
and a greater set of (enhaned) densities is neessary to draw any onlusions.
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Table 5.3. Fluenes per pulse for both modes and -1 kV as well as
-10 kV plateau voltages.
Current Prole Measured (ions/m
2
) Predited (ions/m
2
)
Fig. 5.6 7.7×1010 (8.5+2.8
−2.1)×1010
Fig. 5.7 3.9×1010 (5.3+1.2
−1.0)×1010
Fig. 5.8 25.2×1010 (24.6+4.8
−4.1)×1010
Fluene Measurements
Whether dose
1
(ions in the solid) or uene (ions in the plasma) is the more mean-
ingful variable to measure depends on the fous of one's researh. The dose is
routinely measured ex-situ by Rutherford Baksattering (RBS) or Nulear Rea-
tion Analysis (NRA). The rst tehnique is non-destrutive and uses the sattering
of ion beams in the target material to obtain the omposition. NRA makes use of
ionization radiation given o by exited nulei to probe the material omposition.
In-situ measurements of the uene are preferable, but more diult to realize due
to the high voltage biasing of the target in lose proximity and the immersion of the
apparatus in plasma. Measurements of the uene with a Faraday up have been
suessfully demonstrated [71℄ and will soon be available at our experimental setup.
Tian and Chu [47℄ measured the inrease in temperature during implantation from
whih they alulated the uene. A yet unexplored method is the in-situ measure-
ment of the mass inrease after implantation with a quartz sale. However, sreening
from the plasma and the high-voltage at the target is an engineering hallenge.
5.6 Ion Energy Distribution
Knowing the ion energy distribution is ruial for the predition of the distribution
of the dose within the target. Fig. 5.10 shows the distribution of kineti energies of
1
The the dose (ions per volume) should be distinguished from uene (ions per area) beause
moleular ions break into daughter ions at the target's surfae and not every ion beomes implanted.
Most authors do not make this distintion.
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Figure 5.9. Performane of the experimental setup for -10 kV im-
plantation in the 'Transformer Mode' with the plasma onditions in
Table 5.2.
the nitrogen ions traveling in the plasma and the distribution when the moleular
ions impat on the surfae and break into mono-atomi omponents. It is assumed
that the initial kineti energy is distributed among the daughter ions aording to
KEd =
∑
d
{
md
m
total
·KE
ini
}
, (5.10)
where KE d is the kineti energy of the daughter ion, md is its mass, mtotal is the
mass of the preursor moleule and KE
ini
is the initial kineti energy of the moleule.
The energy distribution upon impat is shifted toward lower energies sine nitrogen
is mostly diatomi and hene every N2 breaks into two ions possessing half the initial
energy.
Disussion of the Plots
The distribution upon impat is plotted relative to the uene in the plasma and thus
does not add up to 100%. In the ase of a purely diatomi plasma, the distribution
upon impat would be 200% of the initial uene. For the nitrogen populations
given in Table 5.2, the distribution adds up to 187.9% whih would be the dierene
between uene and dose if all ions were implanted. The kineti energy of the
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Figure 5.10. Comparison between the distributions of moleular ion
energies in the plasma (solid blak) and the distribution of daughter
ions upon impat with the target surfae (red stripes). Calulation
output of the p2i software for the -10 kV pulse shown in the inset of
Fig. 5.5.
moleular ions, whih is proportional to the penetration depth, an thus be traded
for an inrease in dose by a smart hoie of the preursor gas. Fig. 5.11 shows the
mono-atomi ion energy distribution upon impat for the three ion speies in the
plasma. The mono-atomi nitrogen ions have the highest energies and will thus
penetrate deepest into the material. The diatomi ions are the biggest ontribution
with a peak around 5 keV. Tri-atomi ions do not add muh to the distribution
even though they break into 3 piees. PII with a -10 kV trapezoidal voltage pulse
(f. Fig. 5.5) thus results in a most probable implantation ion energy of only 5 keV and
even worse, a broad bi-modal ion distribution as seen best in Fig. 5.10. The desired
harateristi for my work would be a mono-energeti ion energy distribution at the
impat whih is at the highest possible kineti energy. The ion depth distributions
in the GaAs target resulting from various senarios for the ion energy distribution
will be disussed in Setion 7.4.
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Figure 5.11. Distribution of ion energies upon impat on the target's
surfae by ion speie. Calulation output of the p2i software for the
-10 kV pulse shown in the inset of Fig. 5.5.
Limitations of the Model
The method of alulation does not inlude fall time implantation, time-of-ight
eets or the hange of the potential within the plasma sheath. All of these add
additional low energy omponents to the predition, the latter two even in the ase
of ideal, retangular pulses. Time-of-ight eets had only marginal impat on the
predited urrent when implemented after Barrosso et al. [69℄ or Steenkamp [31℄.
Thus, it an be negleted for the plasma onditions and pulse lengths disussed
in this report. Linder et al. [67℄ disuss the time-of-ight eets on the energy
distribution in great detail. Ion energy distributions in the Lieberman model were
also disussed by Stewart and Lieberman [61℄ as well as by Tian et al. [72℄. The
measurement of the ion energy distribution using a Faraday up was reported by
Mändel et al. [73℄ and Kellerman et al. [36℄. The hange of the spatial plasma
potential in the sheath should aount for the biggest ontribution to the error in
the output of the present predition. The modelling of the ion energy distribution
is omplex, but I am ondent that the next version of the p2i software will inlude
an improved model for the energy distribution.
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Chapter 6
The GaAsN Alloy
The importane of GaAsN originates from the possibility of engineering the band
gap and also mathing its lattie to silion. Reviews of the materials properties were
published by Vurgaftman et al. [7, 74℄ and Toivonen [75℄.
6.1 History
Nitrogen implantation into gallium Arsenide (GaAs) wafers for the prodution of
gallium nitride (GaN) or the GaAsN alloy is not a widely used prodution method.
The following brief survey is the rst review of the history of a tehnique whih
existed for 35 years after all.
Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) was rst synthesized and desribed by Goldshmidt in
1929 [76℄ and beame a very popular semiondutor in the 1950's. Kahare et al. [77℄
were the rst to implant N into GaAs as early as 1973, but the interest in the al-
loy dwindled in the next two deades. This hanged in 1992 after Weyers, Sato,
and Ando [78℄ found from photoluminesene spetrosopy that alloying GaAs with
small amounts of nitrogen results in a signiant red shift of the observed emis-
sion. This feature aught the attention of many groups due to the tehnologial
importane of near infra-red (NIR) emission for teleommuniation appliations.
The alloy GaAsN gained the attention of the ion (beam) ommunity again in 1999
and 2000 with reports by Shima et al. [79℄ and Shan et al. [80℄. The latter group
published further papers on the aspet of the fabriation by the ion beam teh-
nique [81, 82, 83, 84℄. Ion beam synthesis synthesis is now explored by various
groups, mostly in Europe [85, 86, 87, 88, 89℄ and North Ameria [90, 91, 92℄. The
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synthesis of the alloy by Plasma Ion Implantation (PII) is yet to be demonstrated
and my ontribution to the proeedings of the 9th International Workshop on Plasma
Based Ion Implantation and Deposition (PBIID) [93, 94℄ and this doument are the
rst feasibility studies.
The history of the synthesis of GaN by ion implantation into GaAs is muh
shorter and will be added for ompleteness sine it may our during the synthesis
of the GaAsN alloy due to phase separation. In 1995, Lin et al. [95℄ reported the
rst ion beam synthesis of GaN. Ho et al. [96℄ reported the synthesis of GaN by PII
in 2001. Lo et al. [97℄ did a follow-up study on the same experimental setup in 2004
whih is the latest report of GaN synthesis by PII.
6.2 Struture
An introdution to the struture of rystals is given in Kittel [3℄ and Kasap [98℄. At
atmospheri pressures and temperatures, gallium arsenide (GaAs) has a Zinblende
rystal struture and gallium nitride (GaN) exists in a Wurtzite rystal struture.
Possible unit ells for both rystal strutures are opposed in Fig. 6.1. The GaAs
rystal is omposed of gallium (Ga) atoms in fae-entered ubi (FCC) formation
as well as arseni atoms also in FCC formation, but oset by 1/4 of a unit ube
length in any diretion. The length of the unit ube is also known as the lattie
parameter and has the value a = 5.65 Å for GaAs [7℄. The rystal struture of
GaN has trigonal (also hexagonal or rhombohedral) symmetry, i.e. atoms in one
plane group in equilateral triangles with spaing of the lattie parameter a and
atoms in the plane perpendiular to the rst one have the distane of a seond
lattie parameter c. This struture is then layered. The smallest unit ell in this
trigonal rystal struture is the parallelepiped whih is forms by the yellow atoms
in Fig. 6.1. The atom within the parallelepiped belongs to a dierent layer. Both
onstituents of GaN have the trigonal struture desribed above, but with an oset
parallel to the lattie parameter c. The lattie parameters of GaN are a = 3.19 Å
and c = 5.19 Å [74℄. Dilute nitrogen ion implantation into the GaAs host matrix
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Figure 6.1. Three dimensional illustration of the Zinblende (left)
and Wurtzite (right) rystal strutures. The graphis are opyright-
free available from wikipedia.org.
preserves the Zinblende struture as the non-nitride omponents are unlikely to
form the other rystal struture under the onditions in plasma ion implantation [7℄.
Defets due to Ion Implantation
Fig. 6.2 shows the (Zinblende) struture of GaAsN as seen from one of the unit
ube's faes. Also shown are ommon defets due to ion implantation: interstitial
nitrogen, gallium and arseni vaanies in the lattie and the distortion they ause
to the lattie. Zhang and Wei [99℄ showed that the moleular N-N interstitial has
relatively low formation energy and that it forms an undesired mid gap eletron
state. It is also ommon that gas lled voids form upon ion implantation with gas
ions. However, annealing dereases the onentration of N-N defets [75℄ and also
fosters the reation of GaN bonds [96℄. Conentrations of more than approximately
x = 6% in thik layers of the GaAs1−xNx alloy annot be synthesized with suient
quality even if all disorder ould be avoided sine the dierenes in the size of arseni
and its replaement, nitrogen, produe strain whih indues raks in the material.
The immense dierene in size of nitrogen and the other onstituents may be seen
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in Fig. 6.2. Nonetheless, a onentration of x = 14.8% was reported for a thin
layer
1
[103℄. Phase separation into GaAs and GaN ours with most methods for the
synthesis of GaAsN alloys when using high nitrogen onentrations [7℄. Ho et al. [96℄
reported suh a ase for high dose nitrogen plasma ion implantation and subsequent
annealing.
Charateristi Size
The average spae oupied by a single GaAs building blok in the lattie is about
V
GaAs
= n−1
GaAs
= 5.1× 10−23 m3 = (0.37 nm)3 , (6.1)
where nGaAs is the measured atomi density of the GaAs samples used in this study.
Thus a ube of side length 3.7 nm ontains 1000 GaAs formula units and 1% N in
GaAs means that 10 nitrogen atoms are distributed somewhere within this ube.
For suh low nitrogen onentrations, this is approximately equal to the atomi
perentage dened by
ρN% =
# N atoms
# (N+GaAs) atoms
. (6.2)
The high number of moleules also makes it meaningful to disuss the eletroni
properties and their hanges on a 4 nm sale.
6.3 Eletroni Properties
A result of the dierent rystal strutures of GaAs and GaN is large dierenes in
various physial properties. The lattie parameter a of GaAs is almost twie as
large as the one of GaN. The bonds and hene the band struture must therefore
be very dierent. Indeed, the diret band gap of GaAs is 1.42 eV at 300 K (1.52 eV
near 0 K) [7℄ as opposed to GaN's diret band gap of 3.43 eV at 300 K (3.51 eV
near 0 K) [74℄. The bonds between gallium and nitrogen as well as between gallium
1
Foxon et al. [100℄ report a onentration of approximately 20%. This referene was not used
due to the vagueness of the onentration. A report by Bandi et al. [101℄ shows graph with a
∼25% onentration, but the referene [102℄ to the measurement of the onentration in the seond
report ould not be found.
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Figure 6.2. The struture of GaAsN and its defets (view along the
normal to a unit ube fae). The leftmost square ontains an interstitial
N and an As vaany (dashed irle) in the right orner. The seond
square shows a Ga vaany (dashed irle) and a N replaing As whih
is desired in this study, but also distorts the lattie. Interstitial N-N is
depited in the rightmost square. The atomi radii [3℄ and the lattie
parameter are drawn to sale.
and arseni are very dierent in their properties. The ovalent bonding radius of
0.68 Å for nitrogen is muh smaller than that of 1.2 Å for arseni. Nitrogen thus
strongly attrats eletrons. More speially, its eletronegativity is 3.04 on the
Pauling sale [75℄. Both, gallium (1.81) and arseni (2.18) have a muh smaller
eletronegativities [75℄ whih makes the Ga-N bond more polar than the Ga-As
bond beause eletron loalization around the nitrogen atom is favoured. The Ga-N
bond is also more than twie as sti as the Ga-As bond [104℄. Those large dierenes
of its onstituents are the soure of interesting and sometimes unexpeted eletroni
properties of the GaAsN alloy.
Origin of the Strong Band Gap Bowing
Ding et al. [105℄ measured by photo-emission spetrosopy that the ondution bands
in GaAs and GaN are at about the same level to the vauum. The band gap hanges
in a highly non-linear way upon transition from a GaAs-like to GaN-like alloy due to
impurity-like, i.e. strongly loalized, band edge wave funtions in GaAsN [7℄. Bel-
laihe et al. [104℄ found from ab-initio alulations that for a nitrogen onentration
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of x < 10% the Ga-N bond may be onsidered an impurity in the GaAs host whih
dereases the band gap rapidly with inreasing N ontent. The ondution band
minimum (CBM) is loalized in the viinity of the nitrogen atoms. Thus in dilute
onentrations, the variation in the band gap is mostly due to a hange in the CBM.
For higher N onentrations (x > 40%) in the alloy, the As atom takes the role of the
impurity in the GaN host and the valene band maximum (VBM) loalizes strongly
around the As atom whih results in a derease of the band gap with inreasing
N ontent, indued mostly by a hange in the VBM. These results are summarized
in Fig. 6.3. The ab-initio alulations whih led to the plotted band struture are
disussed in Setion 7.3.
Eets of PII on the Eletroni Struture
The eletroni struture of the the real implanted material most likely exhibits fea-
tures that an be seen as a superposition of the limits of bonded N in an alloy and
unbound N impurities in the GaAs host. Both ases have loalized wave funtions
due to the eletronegativity [75℄ in the rst or spatially isolated impurities in the
seond limit. Furthermore, the band gap dereases for dilute onentrations in both
ases by virtue of movement of the CBM and population of deep gap states, respe-
tively. Therefore, ion implantation may derease the band gap by either mehanism.
6.4 Models
It is well known that the band gap in ternary III-IV alloys, suh as a hypothetial
XYZ, bends with inreasing amount of one of the binary onstituents (XY, YZ). The
bending in III-IV semiondutors whih do not undergo strutural transitions (e.g. di-
ret band gap to indiret or hange of the rystal struture) an be desribed fairly
well by a small paraboli orretion to the Virtual Crystal
Approximation [7, 75℄
EXY Zg (x) =
[
x ·EXYg + (1− x) ·EY Zg
]− b · x (1− x) , (6.3)
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Figure 6.3. Band diagrams of GaN-like and GaAs-like GaAsN alloys
from the pseudo-potential alulations of Bellaihe et al. [104℄. The
band struture for dilute N onentrations is basially a perturbation to
the GaAs host. The energy of the ondution band minimum strongly
dereases with inreasing N ontent. For high N onentration, the host
alloy is GaN perturbed by As. The valene band maximum strongly
dereases with inreasing N ontent.
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where b is the (onentration independent) bowing parameter. However, the bending
in GaAsN is unusually strong beause nitrogen forms loalized states within the band
gap. Eq. (6.3) does not desribe the band gap of the GaAsN well and thus, more
advaned models have been developed.
6.4.1 Conentration-Dependent Bowing
Tish et al. [106℄ used a onentration-dependent bowing parameter obtained from
tting to their extensive set of band gap measurements. They prepared 36 GaAs1−xNx
samples where x was between 0% and 5%. Their samples were synthesized by met-
alorgani vapor phase epitaxy [107℄ on semi-insulating (001) GaAs. The band gap
was determined by optial transmission measurements at room temperature. This is
the largest reported set of samples produed under the same onditions. Tish et al.
basially extended the formula of the virtual rystal approximation
E
GaAsN
(x) = [x · E
GaN
+ (1− x) · E
GaAs
]− b (x) · [x (1− x)] (6.4)
by a onentration-dependent bowing parameter
b(x) = b0 + b1e
−x/x1 + b2e
−x/x2
(6.5)
to desribe the results of their measurements. The rst exponential dominates for
nitrogen onentrations smaller than 3% and the seond exponential desribes the
behaviour for higher onentrations. Table 6.1 shows the values of all tting param-
eters b0, b1, b2, x1 and x2 as well as the band gaps EGaN and EGaAs. A plot of the
bowing parameter is presented in Fig. 6.4. The parameter is very large initially and
onverges to 7.5 eV for higher onentrations. The band gap and its error bound-
aries are shown in Fig. 6.4. The errors are very large around 50% and also allow for
a losure of the band gap. Tish et al. [106℄ report these errors, but neither show
them graphially nor disuss the errors. However, most of their measured bowing
parameters oinide with the solid line in my plots in Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5. The au-
thors show both plots only up to onentrations of about 6%. However, they briey
disuss the appliation of their model for higher onentrations (< 10%) whih are
also plotted here.
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Table 6.1. Input Parameters for the onentration-dependent bowing
model from the report of Tish et al. [106℄.
Parameter Value Parameter Value
EGaAs 1.42 eV EGaN 3.2 eV
b0 (7.5±2.5) eV x1 (0.26±0.04)%
b1 (21.1±1.3) eV x2 (3.3±1.3)%
b2 (15.9±1.6) eV
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Figure 6.4. Plot of the onentration-dependent bowing parameter
from Tish et al. [106℄.
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Figure 6.5. The band gap as a funtion of the nitrogen onentration
in the onentration-dependent bowing model of Tish et al. [106℄. The
error boundaries are based on the errors reported in the referene.
6.4.2 Band Anti-Crossing
The Band Anti-Crossing (BAC) model was derived by Shan et al. [108℄ using pertur-
bation theory, hene it is not valid for high N onentrations and yields unphysial
negative band gaps there. The underlying idea is that the hange in the valene
band maximum may be negleted for dilute nitrogen onentrations. The band gap
is then given by the interation between a single, spatially loalized N level and the
ondution band of the GaAs host matrix. The two band BAC model yields the
following energy dispersion
E±(k) =
1
2
[(
EC(k) + EL
)±√(EC(k)− EL)2 + 4V 2x] . (6.6)
The diret band gap Eg (k = 0) ≡ Eg is given by
Eg = E− (0) (6.7)
if all energy onstants are expressed relative to the valene band maximum. The
lowest ondution band energy of GaAs is then EC (0) = 1.42 eV, the energy of
the loalized N states is EL = 1.65 eV and the oupling parameter between loalized
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states and the host is V = 2.7 eV. The latter two values of those energy onstants are
reommended in a review by Vurgaftman and Meyer [74℄. The rst is the band gap
of GaAs whih is by denition the dierene between the ondution band minimum
and the valene band maximum. The measured band gaps in dilute GaAsN shown
in the review [74℄ are in good agreement with those values.
The BAC model has the advantage of a simple analytial solution for the eetive
eletron mass
m∗ = ~2
1
∂2Eg(k)/∂k2
∣∣∣∣
k=0
. (6.8)
Taking the derivatives of eq. (C.8) yields
m∗
GaAsN
= m∗
GaAs
·
(
1 +
x · V 2
(EL −Eg)
)
, (6.9)
where the eetive mass of GaAs is given by m∗
GaAs
= ~2
(
∂2EC/∂k2
)−1
. Fig. 6.6
depits the eetive mass of the GaAsN alloy for nitrogen onentrations up to
10%. The eetive mass is inversely proportional to the mobility and hene to
the ondutivity. An inrease of the eetive mass as observed in Fig. 6.6 should
therefore result in a qualitative derease of the ondutivity if other eets suh
as sattering are negleted. This ase is illustrated in Fig. 6.7. The ondutivity
initially drops rapidly with inreasing nitrogen ontent. However, the ondutivities
for onentrations higher than 5% dier sarely. The plot in Fig. 6.7 should be
seen as a trend for the ondutivity sine ondution is a rather omplex proess
not overed satisfatorily by my simple onsiderations. The ondutivity an be
measured by a four-point probe whih is the standard for measuring ondutivities
of thin lm semiondutors. The ondutivity an also be obtained from ontatless
(near) infra-red spetrosopy of plasmons at the surfae [109, 110, 111℄.
6.4.3 Ab-Initio Calulations
Bellaihe et al. [104℄ alulated the hange of the valene and ondution bands in
the disordered GaAsN alloy for nitrogen onentrations between 0% (GaAs) and
100% (GaN). The alloy was represented by a 512 super-ell with xed symmetry
whih allowed for an inrease in 0.4% steps. The nitrogen atoms were distributed at
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Figure 6.6. The eetive mass of the GaAsN alloy from the BAC
model in the limit of low nitrogen onentrations.
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Figure 6.7. Estimation of general trend for the ondutivity from the
eetive mass given by the BAC model [108℄.
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random on the FFC lattie sites for eah omposition. The eletroni properties are
obtained via a plane wave pseudo-potential approah whih employs loal empirial
pseudo-potentials that are tted to physial parameters of the bulk onstituents.
Their results were used to explain the unexpeted variation of the band gap in the
last setion. Those results are reprodued in Fig. 6.3.
6.4.4 Disussion
The top graph in Fig. 6.8 shows two models for the band gap in dilute GaAsN (N < 5%).
Both agree well to an N onentration of about 3% after whih they diverge. How-
ever, both slopes are supported by measured data. Hene, the band gap of the
GaAsN is diult to model as its measured value may depend on the preparation
onditions. The quality of the grown alloy beomes espeially important for the
onentrations higher 3% whih is why the measured data diverges.
The onentration-dependent bowing model predits a meaningful band gap over
the full range of possible onentrations that agree in general features with the
alulations of Bellaihe et al. [104℄, see the graph in Fig. 6.8 b). The BAC model
was derived under the assumption of a (small) perturbation of the GaAs host rystal.
Therefore, it annot desribe higher onentrations and yields an unphysial negative
band gap for high onentrations. It does agree well with the measured band gaps
for low N onentrations and may thus be used to estimate the mass and the trend
of the ondutivity in these alloys.
The reported values of the band gap and its dependene on the onentration
depend heavily on the fabriation parameters and method as well as the tehnique
used to haraterize the alloy. It is therefore neessary to nd a standard for nitrogen
ion implanted GaAs, espeially sine the band gap varies within the material whih
I will disuss in Setion 7.3. The models desribed above will be helpful as a starting
point, but I expet the measured band gap variation in my samples to deviate slightly
from the models presented in this setion due to the disorder inherently introdued
by ion implantation.
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Figure 6.8. Comparison of dierent models for the non-linear varia-
tion of the band gap in the GaAsN alloy. The model of Tish et al. [106℄
is semi-empirial, the BAC model [103℄ is derived from perturbation
theory and Bellaihe et al. [108℄ did pseudo-potential alulations. The
slopes in the top graph agree with measurements. It is not yet possible
to synthesize onentrations > 14.8%, so the lower graph is ompared
to preditions from the pseudo-potential alulations.
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Chapter 7
Depth Profiles
The distribution of the implanted ions within the material will be disussed in this
setion. The distribution will be referred to as a 'depth prole' from now on. These
proles have Gaussian shape for nitrogen implantation into gallium arsenide and an
be haraterized by the mean and the standard deviation whih are alled range and
straggle in the ion implantation ommunity. The Handbook of Plasma Immersion
Ion Implantation and Deposition [10℄ ontains a omprehensive introdution to the
physis of ion-solid interation.
The inident uene (ions per unit area) distributes within another dimension
(the depth in the sample) during the implantation proess. The unit of the resulting
quantity should therefore be ions per unit volume and is usually alled dose. The
denition of 'the dose of the sample' is not meaningful due to the depth distribution
of the implanted ions and an ambiguity of the implanted volume. However, I dene
the dose as the number of ions that are in the target at the end of the implantation
proess.
The sample is eletrially onneted to the eletrode during the implantation.
The ondutivity of GaAs should be high enough to supply eletrons to neutralize
the ioni harge. Hene, I assume that the implanted nitrogen ions beome neutral
atoms at their nal destination within the GaAs target.
7.1 TRIM
The depth distributions of nitrogen ions implanted into gallium arsenide an be alu-
lated using the TRIM (Transport of Ions inMatter) software in the SRIM 2008 [112℄
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program olletion whih an be downloaded at www.srim.org. The software is a
Monte Carlo simulation of the implanted ions' trajetories through an amorphous
material. The GaAs samples I used were initially rystalline of poor quality as dis-
ussed in Setions 4.1 and 8.4, but the relevant volume an be onsidered amorphous
due to impinging ions after the rst few pulses. The basi priniple of the simulation
is to follow a large number of ion histories with dimensions of energy, position and
diretion. The partile may only hange its diretion due to binary nulear olli-
sions and moves in a straight free ight path between ollisions. The partile is not
followed any further if the energy drops below a dened threshold or the partile's
position is outside of the material. The method is appliable over ten orders of mag-
nitude in energy from 100 eV to GeVs where the lower boundary is due to inlusions
of binary ollisions only and the upper boundary arises from the dependene on the
ion mass and the negleted higher order relativisti eets. In any ase, inelasti
energy loss to nulear reations is not inluded. Typial depth proles of TRIM for
nitrogen implantation into GaAs are shown in Fig. 7.1.
7.2 TRIDYN
TRIDYN [113, 114℄ FZR V 4.0 is a derivate of the TRIM ode whih inludes dy-
nami omposition hanges in the target
1
. The Forshungszentrum Dresden-Rossen-
dorf (FZD also FZR) kindly issued a free liense to the Bradley group. The software
alulates the depth proles of all onstituents in the target as funtion of the in-
ident uene, i.e. in this study a separate depth prole for gallium, arseni and
nitrogen. The simulation employs pseudo partiles whih represent a fration of the
nal uene. Therefore, the preision of the alulation may be inreased by a larger
number of pseudo partiles per uene unit at the expense of omputation time. The
alulation of those depth proles inludes sputtering at the surfae and saturation
of a speies in the target. TRIDYN and TRIM over only non-thermal proesses.
Moreover, TRIDYN does not inlude any hemistry; all results are exlusively due
1
TRIDYN is an aronym forTransport andRange of Ions forDYNamial omposition hanges.
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to eets of physial sputtering. TRIDYN branhed o early from TRIM and does
not inlude some of the orretions for the MeV ion energy regime. The lower energy
boundary of TRIDYN is 10 eV. Nevertheless, ollisional proesses with slightly lower
harateristi energies, suh as sputtering, are also predited quite aurately [115℄.
7.3 Tailored Depth Proles
The ideas and onepts disussed in this setion were published in physia status
solidi  as a ontribution to the proeedings of the 9th International Workshop on
Plasma Ion Implantation and Deposition in Leipzig, Germany (2007) [94℄.
All results are based on a TRIM simulation of 50,000 ions, a number high enough
to onverge the values of their distribution's momenta to at least the seond deimal.
The binning size is 1 nm in the depth prole preditions and 4 nm for band gap
preditions to assure enough atoms for a meaningful denition of the band gap, f.
disussion in Setion 6.2. The simulation aounts for the 10 to 20% of uene lost
due to reoil on the surfae, but the hange in the surfae due to sputtered target
atoms is not inluded. The following assumptions were made:
• The implanted partiles are mono-energeti.
• The nitrogen moleules break into single atoms.
• The moleules energy is distributed equally amongst the daughter atoms.
• The temperature during implantation is low enough to neglet diusion.
• All nitrogen atoms in the target are part of the GaAsN alloy, i.e. they are not
interstitial.
It is almost ertain that the moleular ions ollide with the target within the rst
few monolayers. The kineti energy of the impat is high ompared to the bond
energy and will therefore break the bond. It is very unlikely that all nitrogen atoms
oupy lattie sites sine the nitrogen atom's ross setion is muh smaller than the
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the ross setions of gallium or arseni. Moreover, gas ion implantation is likely to
reate gas-lled voids in the target. The peak height of ertain bands in Raman
spetrosopy ould be used to estimate the fration of the implanted nitrogen that
is part of a GaAsN alloy. Yu et al. [84℄ reported that this fration was about 10%
in their study. However, this assumption is essential for my method of band gap
alulation.
The depth proles are designed to have a trapezoidal shape with a plateau as
wide as possible, f. Fig. 7.2. The onentration at this plateau is hosen in suh way
that the estimation of the band gap yields a value of 0.95 eV (1.3 µm). The proles
ould be omposed by subsequent implantation with near retangular voltage pulses
at 4 voltages: 20 kV, 10 kV, 4 kV and 2 kV. The 3 ion speies in the N plasma
yield 3 doses per implantation whih means that 12 uenes are needed to predit
the depth proles in Fig. 7.2; their expeted values are shown in Table 7.1. The
proles were weighted aording to the population of the ion speies and multiplied
by the number of atoms the moleules break into. This step of the alulation is
shown in Fig. 7.1 for the -20 kV implant. The main ontribution (91%) to the
depth proles stems from N
+
2 ions; other ions only ontribute an undesired, weak
bakground. Preditions of TRIM depth proles have been onrmed extensively in
experiments [112℄. Thus, I am ondent that the onentration depth proles are
aurate if diusion is low.
Table 7.1. Calulated nitrogen ion uenes for a depth prole with
6% peak onentration of N in GaAs, broken down by implantation
voltage (head row) and the ion speies (rst olumn). Errors are not
shown for larity. All uenes are given in ions/m
2
and rounded to
the nearest integer.
2 kV 4 kV 10 kV 20 kV Total
N
+
8 4 4 95 111
N
+
2 72 37 41 1023 1174
N
+
3 1 1 1 18 20
Total 81 41 46 1136 1305
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Figure 7.1. Contributions of the ion speies to a depth prole for a
mono-energeti -20 kV TM pulse as alulated by TRIM [112℄. The
eets of nite pulse rise and fall times on the ion energy distribution
were negleted. The ion populations are given in Table 7.1. Errors were
omitted for larity.
The predition of the band gap within the material employs the onentration-
dependent method reported by Tish et al. [106℄, i.e. eq. (6.4) and the parameters
given in Table 6.1. The onentration was onverted into a band gap for eah 1 nm
binning interval and subsequently averaged to one value every 4 nm. The resulting
band gap prole is plotted in Fig. 7.3. A layer of about 30 nm width with the desired
band gap of 1.3 µm (0.95 eV) is formed near the surfae. The error boundaries
are entirely due to the unertainty in the uenes. The (optial) band gap ould
be measured using Photoluminesene (PL) spetrosopy or via the Urbah edge
from transmission spetrosopy. The average penetration depth of laser light at
500 nm wavelength is 93 nm in GaAs [116℄ whih should yield strong signals from
the implanted layer that are learly distinguishable from the GaAs bakground.
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Figure 7.2. Depth proles inluding error boundaries of a GaAsN
alloy alulated using TRIM [112℄. Shown is the prole whose onen-
tration (solid blak line) orresponds to a band gap of 1.3 µm (0.95 eV).
Also shown are the depth proles of the individual implants (dashed
red lines) whih were added to produe the gure. The error bound-
aries in the plots shown are exlusively due to the estimated errors in
the uene.
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Figure 7.3. Predited spatial variation of the band gap for the
GaAs1−xNx alloy with x = 6% shown above. The alulation of the
band gap from the onentrations employed the method and onstants
reported by Tish et al. [106℄. The error boundaries in the plots shown
are exlusively due to the estimated errors in the uene. Note also that
the band gap is given in units of miro meters to ease a omparison with
the desired emission wavelength of 1.3 µm (0.95 eV).
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7.4 Results and Disussion
Implantation in the Transformer Mode
The depth prole of ions implanted with a -10 kV voltage pulse in the 'Trans-
former Mode' is shown in Fig. 7.4 b). Part a) of the gure ontains the energy
distribution diagram of the applied voltage pulse whih is displayed in the inset.
The depth prole was simulated by the TRIM software and does not inlude eets
due to sputtering. The lower energy omponents render it impossible to tailor depth
proles sine they are present with any plateau voltage of the pulse. The depth
proles of the higher energy ontributions are more similar to the distribution of the
peak implantation energy. Their eet is thus to inrease the onentration at the
peak. The dominane of N2 ions in the plasma dereases the attainable maximum
layer width. The range of N
+
ions implanted in GaAs with the full potential of
-10 kV is 22.5 nm whereas the range of the N
+
2 ions is only 12.5 nm. The problem of
the low energy ontributions an be solved by applying a more retangular voltage
pulse, but the gas omposition annot easily be altered to improve the implantation
depth. The eets of lower and higher energy bands are negleted in the following
paragraphs to show the other ontributions to the depth proles more learly.
Formation of the GaAsN Alloy
Fig. 7.5 shows the result of implanting 2.5× 1015 nitrogen ions per m2 into a GaAs
sample with a single energy of 5 keV . Gallium atoms pile up near the surfae, whereas
the arseni onentration dereases there. The derease of the Ar onentration on
the surfae was also measured by Lin et al. [95℄ using Rutherford Baksattering
Spetrosopy (RBS). The target is essentially unmodied for depths deeper than
40 nm. The onentrations of both Ga and As are slightly lower than the stohio-
metri value (Ga1As1) in the viinity of the peak in the nitrogen depth prole.
Fig. 7.6 shows the same implantation, but the arseni and nitrogen depth proles
are now plotted relative to the gallium ontent, in order to study the formation of the
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Figure 7.4. Energy distribution and resulting TRIM depth proles of
nitrogen ions implanted with the voltage shape shown in the inset of a).
The onditions during implantation are gathered in Table 5.2. Ion
energies below the peak in the energy diagram at 5 keV are labeled low
and the energies higher are labeled high. The depth proles produed
by these ontributions are shown in b).
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Figure 7.5. Depth proles of gallium, arseni and nitrogen after nitro-
gen ion implantation. The aluation was done by the TRIDYN simu-
lation using 10,000 pseudo partiles, a uene of 2.5 × 1015 ions/m2
and an ion energy of 5 keV.
Ga1As1−xNx alloy. The arseni ontent from the TRIDYN simulation is represented
by the blue dash-dot line and the green dash-dot-dot line shows the arseni ontent
expeted from the alloy GaAs1−xNx for the simulated nitrogen depth prole. This
representation learly shows that the desired alloy does not form after nitrogen ion
implantation, even for the highly unlikely ase that all nitrogen atoms would oupy
lattie site, i.e. bond to the surrounding atoms. The proles diverge at the surfae
due to sputtering of As atoms there. As and Ga atoms are displaed in equal numbers
deeper in the target whih prevents the proper ratio of the onstituents to form the
alloy. Further proessing, suh as annealing, is therefore neessary to synthesize the
GaAsN alloy using plasma ion implantation.
TRIDYN Depth Proles of Nitrogen Ions
The TRIDYN software an also be used to study the hange of the depth proles for
inreasing uenes. Those plots are shown in Fig. 7.7 a) to ). The depth proles
of the high-dose implantations are very noisy as the number of pseudo-partiles was
not suient. Nevertheless, the orret trend of a Gaussian distribution is learly
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Figure 7.6. Depth proles of arseni and nitrogen relative to the
gallium onentration. This plot shows that the GaAsN alloy does
not form after plasma ion implantation beause the predited arseni
ontent (blue dash-dot line) deviates strongly from the arseni ontent
expeted in the GaAsN alloy (green dash-dot-dot line). The aluation
was done by the TRIDYN simulation using 10,000 pseudo partiles, a
uene of 2.5× 1015 ions/m2 and an ion energy of 5 keV.
visible. A higher uene applied to the target on the one hand inreases the Ga
onentration on the surfae and on the other hand dereases the As onentration.
Yet another phenomenon beomes apparent: the retained dose saturates, i.e. an
inrease of the uene above the threshold does not hange the depth proles. The
maximum onentration of nitrogen in GaAs is about 25 atomi perent. This is well
below the 50 atomi perent needed to form GaN diretly by ion implantation. It was
furthermore found from the simulation that for the lowest uene 2.5×1015 ions/m2,
about 80% of the uene is implanted whereas for the highest uene 1018 ions/m2
only 2% of the initial ions stop and remain within the target. I estimated the maximal
uene retained in GaAs for 5 kV implantation of N ions as about 2.5 × 1016 ions
whih yields the peak at 25 atomi perent.
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Figure 7.7. TRIDYN depth proles of gallium, arseni and nitrogen
for various uenes of 5 keV nitrogen ion implantation. The plot of the
nitrogen depth prole also shows the result of a TRIM simulation for
omparison.
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TRIDYN vs. TRIM
Fig. 7.7 ) also shows a reasonable agreement between the output of the TRIM sim-
ulation (orange solid line) and the TRIDYN simulation (other graphs). Erosion of
the surfae due to sputtering may thus be negleted and the faster TRIM software
an be used to predit the depth prole under the ondition that the retained dose is
known. TRIDYN should therefore be employed to obtain an estimate of the retained
dose with a reasonably low number of pseudo-partiles. The atual depth prole an
be obtained from TRIM or even using a Gaussian distribution if TRIDYN predited
higher order distribution moments lose to zero. This situation is most likely for ion
implantation perpendiular to the surfae of the target.
Sputtering
The onentrations at the surfae as well as the maximum retainable dose may be
explained by the ejetion of the surfae atoms, whih is alled sputtering. Fig. 7.8
shows the sputtering yields for a wide range of inident uenes impinging at an ion
energy of 5 keV. The yield equals the number of ejeted surfae atoms per inident
nitrogen ion. The sputtering yield of gallium remains almost onstant for the shown
uenes and is about half of the yield for arseni atoms for low uenes. This
dierene is the origin of the build-up of Ga atoms on the surfae of the target
after implantation. The sputtering yield of nitrogen atoms inreases strongly with
inreasing uene and the yield of As dereases with inreasing uene. For high
uenes, previously implanted nitrogen is preferably sputtered whih explains the
maximum retainable dose of N in GaAs.
Retained Dose
The onnetion between sputtered nitrogen ions and the retained dose is plotted in
Fig. 7.9. It is evident that sputtering limits the retained dose. The plot also ontains
the derease of the retained dose due to reeted ions whih is approximately onstant
for the shown uenes. Both the reeted ions and the sputtering yield depend on
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Figure 7.8. Sputtering yields for nitrogen ion implantation into gal-
lium arsenide from the TRIDYN simulation. The ion energy is 5 keV.
the kineti energy of the inident ions. The number of reeted ions as a funtion
of the nitrogen ion energy is plotted in Fig. 7.10. More energeti ions are less likely
to be reeted. Sine more energeti ions penetrate deeper into the target, their
onentration at the surfae will be lower, whih also inuenes the sputtering yield.
Thus, the sputtering yield of nitrogen dereases with inreasing ion energy. More
ions reah the target and and remain there if both reetion and sputtering derease
with higher ion energy. Furthermore, the inrease in the ion range results in a wider
distribution of the ions within the target. Therefore, a higher ion kineti energy
results in an inreased retained dose.
7.5 Annealing
Annealing is the heat treatment of a sample to hange some of its properties. It is a
neessary step after ion implantation to ativate the implanted ions, i.e. to stimulate
the formation of new bonds with the target's onstituents. In fat, there is not a
single report [77, 79, 85, 86, 87, 82, 83, 84, 81, 88, 80, 90, 91, 92℄ of ion implantation
of N into GaAs for a omposition hange without the annealing step following the
atual ion implantation. The annealing generally not only fosters the reation of
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Figure 7.9. Correlation between the retained dose and sputtering of
nitrogen atoms. Also shown is the nearly onstant redution of the
retained dose due to re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ted ions.
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Figure 7.10. Fration of the uene that is reeted instead of im-
planted. The data was obtained from TRIM simulations.
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new bonds, but also redues disorder. Typial annealing times to forge Ga-N bonds
by onventional furnae annealing are of the order of 10 minutes to 2 hours at a
temperature of 850
◦
C [95℄. However, onentrations above the stohiometri limit for
a given ompound whih are possible to obtain by ion implantation will be destroyed
in the heating proess.
Annealing drastially alters the depth proles of the implanted ions and thus
ompliates tailoring of depth proles and ultimately band gap engineering. How-
ever, the SUPREM simulation [117℄ omes to the resue. The software simulates the
diusion of atoms during annealing for silion and gallium arsenide semiondutors.
It is available at no ost from the web page of the Integrated Ciruits Laboratory at
Stanford University. Diusion during annealing will be inluded in my method for
tailoring depth proles due to the ruial role of annealing for the formation of new
materials by ion implantation.
The U of S Plasma Laboratory owns a Branstead Thermodyne tube furnae
model F21100 whih an generate temperatures up to 1200
◦
C. Tube and boat are
made from alumina (Al2O3). The annealing setup is not rated to anneal materials
whih release toxi or ammable gases during heating. GaAs outgases toxi arseni
fumes during heat treatment, see MSDS data sheet in Appendix B.1. Therefore, the
ion implanted samples annot be annealed with the urrent apparatus.
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Chapter 8
Raman Spetrosopy
The Raman eet is the inelasti sattering of light on the eletrons forming
the bond in a lattie or moleule. The majority of the inoming light is reeted,
absorbed or elastially sattered and only a small fration interats inelastially. It
is therefore not surprising that inelasti sattering was not disovered until 1928. As
a twist of history, the eet was then reported almost simultaneously by Raman and
Krishnan [118℄ in India as well as Landsberg and Mandelstam [119℄ in Russia.
The physis of Raman spetrosopy with semiondutors is disussed by Perko-
witz [116℄, Weber and Merlin [120℄ and Turrell [121℄. The reviews by Loudon [122℄
and Abstreiter [123℄ may also be reommended, despite their age. Herzberg [124℄
gives the full quantum theoretial treatment of the Raman eet whih is beyond
the sope of this report. I will furthermore restrit the disussion to the interation
of photons with phonons. Raman sattering of plasmons, eletrons or spin waves is
overed in the referenes, but not relevant for this study.
The spetra in Raman spetrosopy usually show the energy shift relative to a
known light soure whih is an Ar
+
laser at the 514 nm line in this study. The
(spetrosopi) wavenumber
ν˜ =
1
λ
=
1
2π
Ω
c
(8.1)
is used to express this shift and has units of m
−1
. It is proportional to the angular
frequeny Ω1 and often referred to as 'frequeny', regardless of its unit.
In the following disussion, I will refer to rystal surfaes expressed in the Miller
1
Reports from the 1960's often use the angular frequeny or the frequeny in units of ps
(yles per seond = Hz).
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Figure 8.1. Miller notation for the planes used in the disussion. The
planes are represented by the shaded areas.
notation for ubi unit ells. The three numbers in the brakets (x y z) represent
the normal vetor to the plane they refer to, e.g. (001) is the xy-plane. Kittel [3℄
or Kasap [98℄ provide a omprehensive disussion. Fig. 8.1 shows the planes I use in
the following setions.
8.1 Lattie Vibrations
The atoms in a rystal an be thought of as an array of pearls on elasti strings,
f. Fig. 8.2 and Fig. 8.3. Born and von Karman used this (diatomi) linear hain
model to explain a simple ioni rystal. The basi ideas are disussed very onisely
by Turrell [121℄. In the ase of GaAs, there are two onstituents with distint
masses oupled by a fore onstant given by the bond. If only the nearest neighbour
interations are onsidered, the problem redues to the solution of two masses oupled
by equal springs. There are two solutions per diretion: the aousti branh whose
frequenies fall into the domain of soni and ultra-soni waves as well as the optial
branh whih has frequenies in the visible or near infra-red spetral region. Both
an be observed in Raman spetrosopy with an appropriate hoie of the apparatus
and the semiondutor.
In a three dimensional rystal, atoms an move either longitudinal (L), i.e. paral-
lel to the diretion of their propagation
~k, or transversal (T) whih is perpendiular
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Figure 8.2. Shemati of transverse modes in GaAs.
Figure 8.3. Shemati of longitudinal modes in GaAs.
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to
~k. The modes are illustrated in Fig 8.2 and Fig 8.3, respetively. Waugh and
Dolling [125℄ disuss the phonon dispersion in GaAs. In the ase of imperfet rys-
tals, the transitions with (redued) wavevetor other than k = 0 beome more likely.
This is the origin of the peak broadening due to disorder.
8.2 Interation of EM Waves and Matter
The light emitted by the Ar
+
laser used in the measurements may be approximated
fairly well by a plane wave. The oordinate system will be hosen, so that this plane
wave propagates in positive z-diretion. The eletri eld of the light wave is then
given by
~E (z) = ~E0 · exp (ikz − iωt) , (8.2)
where
~E0 is the amplitude of the radiation, k is the wavevetor and ω is the angular
frequeny of the photons. The wave equation in semiondutors for plane waves is
given by [116℄
εLε0µ0ω
2 ~E + σµ0iω ~E =
ω2
c2
ε (ω) ~E, (8.3)
where ε0 is the permittivity of free spae, µ0 is the permeability of free spae, c is the
speed of light in free spae and εL is the permittivity of the lattie whih desribes
its polarization aused by the interation of the eletrons and atoms in the lattie.
The wave equation also denes the (total) dieletri response funtion
ε (ω) ≡ εL (ω) + iσ (ω)
ε0ω
, (8.4)
whih ombines the polarization eets of the bound harge and the free arrier
urrent in the semiondutor. In the linear response limit, this is the entral equation
desribing the interation between the semiondutor and eletromagneti waves.
Polarizability
A polarizability hange, or amount of eletron loud deformation, with respet to
the periodi displaement of lattie atoms u (see Fig. 8.2 or Fig. 8.3) is required to
observe the Raman eet. The amount of the polarizability hange will determine
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the Raman sattering intensity, whereas the Raman shift is equal to the vibrational
mode that is involved.
The dieletri response varies slightly aross the lattie as a result of the eletron
loud deformation. The homogeneous form of the dieletri response an thus be
expanded into a Taylor series in u. This yields an approximation of the polarizability
α (ω, u) = lim
n→∞
{
ε (ω) +
(
dε
du
)
u+
1
2
(
d2ε
du2
)
u2 + ...+
1
2
(
dnε
dun
)
un
}
. (8.5)
The dipole moment indued by the polarizability is
~P = lim
n→∞
{
ε (ω) +
(
dε
du
)
u+
1
2
(
d2ε
du2
)
u2 + ... +
1
2
(
dnε
dun
)
un
}
~E (8.6)
at a xed point in spae, the phonon modes will obey
u = u0 · cos (Ωt) , (8.7)
where Ω is the angular frequeny of the phonons as opposed to ω of the photons.
The inident eletri elds dened in eq. (8.2) may also be written in a similar form
Ein = E0 · cos (ωt) . (8.8)
The expression for the dipole moment in eq . (8.6) hene ontains terms of form
cos (Ωt)n · cos (ωt) = cos ([ω ± nΩ] · t) . (8.9)
The amplitude of the outgoing wave whih is radiated by the dipole is
~Eout ∝ ~|P | ∝ {cos ([ω ± Ω] · t) + cos ([ω ± 2Ω] · t) + ...} . (8.10)
Raman Sattering
The outgoing wave therefore ontains photons with angular frequeny ωout = ω±nΩ
where n is an integer (inluding zero). This means that the energy of those outgoing
photons is shifted up or down in quanta of the phonon energy
ǫout = ~ωout = ~ωin ± n · ~Ω. (8.11)
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Figure 8.4. Raman spetrum of gallium arsenide (GaAs) showing in-
elasti Stokes and Anti-Stokes sattering as well as elasti sattering.
Also shown is luminesene whih annot be avoided in measurements.
The peak labeled 'Elasi Sattering' should be several orders of magni-
tude higher than the other peaks. The detetor is not sensitive to low
wavenumbers, thus dereasing the peak height.
In the proess desribed above, light was therefore sattered inelastially by the
lattie of a semiondutor. The rst order energy shifts (n=1) are alled Stokes-
Raman sattering (ω−Ω) and Anti-Stokes-Raman sattering (ω+Ω). The inelasti
sattering proess beomes less likely with inreasing order due to the un dependene
in eq. (8.6). It is also possible that the energy of photons remains unhanged. The
zeroth order energy shift (n=0) is simply the well known elasti sattering of light.
Fig. 8.4 shows the measured shifts up to the rst order for GaAs. The relative
strength of the Stokes and Anti-Stokes lines depends on the ambient temperature
and the angular frequeny of the resonant phonons [116℄. The Stokes line is always
stronger at room temperature whih was onrmed for my measurement in Fig. 8.4.
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Intensity
The intensity of the rst order Stokes and Anti-Stokes Sattering is very weak om-
pared to elasti sattering [116℄
I ∝ ω4
(
dǫ(ω)
du
)2
〈u2〉 ∝ 1
λ4
, (8.12)
where 〈u2〉 is the thermal average of the atomi displaement. The intensity sales
with the inverse wavelength to the fourth power whih is the reason why Raman
spetrosopy is often arried out at the 514 nm laser line. Green light at this wave-
length produes a Raman peak that is about 2.3 times more intense than that from
the red light at the He-Ne line 633 nm. The intensity vanishes if the derivative van-
ishes. The photon frequeny ω and the average displaement 〈u2〉 are nite. Thus,
a phonon mode is Raman ative only if
dε
du
6= 0. (8.13)
A full alulation of the Raman intensity and line shape is as arduous as omplex
for a spei semiondutor and an hardly be found in the literature. However, the
observed intensity sales with the following bilinear form
I ∝ |pˆi · R·pˆs|2 , (8.14)
where pˆi is the normal vetor of the inident ray's polarization, pˆs is the polarization
of the sattered eletri eld. R is the Raman tensor ontaining geometri infor-
mation and thus the seletion rules for the rystal symmetry. In the baksattering
geometry employed in this study, both inident and sattered ray are along an ar-
bitrary z-axis and opposite in sign. The inident eletri eld propagates in the
z-diretion and I dene its polarization as
pˆin = xˆ. (8.15)
The polarization of the longitudinal (LO) phonon mode is then
pˆs,LO = zˆ (8.16)
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and the polarization of the transverse (TO) phonon mode is
pˆs,TO = (αxˆ+ βyˆ) α, β ǫR. (8.17)
A Zinblende struture, suh as GaAs, has the following Raman tensor for baksat-
tering on a (001) surfae [122℄
R =


0 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 0

 . (8.18)
The seletion rules predits that only LO phonons are Raman ative in this geometry.
Using the appropriate Raman tensor tabulated by Loudon [122℄, it is likewise found
that only TO phonons ontribute to the Raman eet on a (110) surfae and both
TO and LO phonons may be observed after sattering on a (111) surfae whih is
shown in Fig. 8.1. These rules apply for ideal rystalline GaAs, but break down for
disordered or polyrystalline strutures. Raman sattering an thus be used to judge
the rystalline quality if the orientation is known or measure the rystal orientation
if the sample is suiently ystalline. Moreover, the breakdown of a seletion rule
due to disorder results in a broadening of the observed peaks. The line width of a
Raman peak an therefore be used as a qualitatively measure of the lattie disorder.
8.3 Apparatus
The measurements were taken at the Saskathewan Strutural Sienes Centre (SSSC)
at the U of S; their apparatus may be used for a fee after training. The main om-
ponent is a Renishaw 2000 Raman mirosope in baksattering geometry with a
1800 lines/mm grating. A 50× objetive was used to illuminate a spot of less than
10 µm on the surfae of the samples. The inident beam was supplied by a Melles
Griot Argon-ion laser model 35-Lap-431-208 whih was tuned to a wavelength of
514 nm for all measurements. The penetration depth of light at this wavelength is
about 100 nm for GaAs [116℄. The optial output power was set to 20 mW and
not lessened by the software. Galati Grams/32C version 4.14 Level 2 together
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with Renishaw Wire were used to apture the spetra whih have an auray of ap-
proximately 2 m
−1
. All spetra were reorded in the 'Cosmi Ray Removal' mode
whih analyzes multiple spetra to nd sharp intense peaks from osmi radiation
and removes those. The nal spetra were ompiled by the software from 20 au-
mulations of 20 s exposure eah. A referene spetra without a sample was taken to
remove the bakground. Raman spetrosopy is suseptible to luminesene and the
measurements were therefore arried out in the dark with the mirosope lid losed.
8.4 Results and Disussion
The samples disussed in this setion were implanted with nitrogen in the 'Trans-
former Mode' at 10 kV. A total uene of 5 × 1016 ions/m2 hit the surfae of the
sample. Raman spetrosopy may yield insights to the following points whih were
disussed in Chapter 7:
• Ga-As bonds
• Ga-N bonds
• Moleular Nitrogen
The positions of all peaks due to phonons that an be deteted are olleted in
Table 8.1. GaN-like bonds ould be formed in either Zinblende or Wurtzite struture
whih is why phonon modes on both lattie strutures were added. The Wurtzite
strutures allows more modes to propagate than the LO and TO phonons whih
is disussed in the referenes [116, 121, 120℄. The results of my measurements are
disussed in the subsequent paragraphs.
Ga-As Bonds
The region of interest for phonons due to the Ga-As bond is shown in Fig. 8.5. The
GaAs referene sample learly shows the the longitudinal optial (LO) and transverse
optial (TO) mode of GaAs at 268 m
−1
and 291 m
−1
, respetively. The fat that
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Table 8.1. Raman ative modes whih ould be found in nitrogen-ion
implanted gallium arsenide. The notation N means loalized mode due
to NAs substitution of an As lattie site. (z) indiates the Zinblende
rystal struture and (w) the Wurtzite struture.
Mode Wavenumber (m
−1
) Found Ref
GaAs TO (z) 269 yes [116℄
GaAs LO (z) 291 yes [116℄
GaN TO (z) 552, 555 no [4℄
GaN LO (z) 739, 741 no [4℄
GaN TO A1(w) 534 no [4℄
GaN TO E1 (w) 556 no [4℄
GaN LO A1(w) 735 no [4℄
GaN LO E1(w) 743 no [4℄
NAs 473 no [126℄
N2 2330 no
∗
[127℄
∗
belonged to the bakground
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Figure 8.5. Raman Spetrum of nitrogen implanted gallium ar-
senide(GaAs) and unimplanted GaAs as a referene. All the peaks
of the implanted spetrum are shifted to lower wavnumbers. Moreover,
disorder indued broadening is visible below 260 m
−1
.
both are visible means that either the sample has a (111) surfae or is polyrystalline.
The latter is more likely sine the manufaturer did not speify the orientation of
the samples and a ut along (111) is an elaborate proess. The peaks of the GaAs
referene sample are also rather wide whih seonds that strutural disorder is already
present in the referene sample. The peak labeled TO ould also be due to plasmons
of a dopant [128℄. However, this is highly unlikely sine the plasmon peak is only
visible for high arrier onentrations whih should not be expeted from an undoped
sample.
The phonon modes of N-implanted GaAs are shifted to lower wavenumbers of
266 m
−1
(TO) and 289 m
−1
(LO). The peak heights, espeially of the TO mode,
dereased signiantly. A broad new feature appeared below 260 m
−1
. All those
features are signs of the disorder aused by the implanted nitrogen ions. Strain of
the lattie or a hange in the bonding environment ould ause the shift of the peaks.
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Figure 8.6. Raman Spetra of gallium arsenide (GaAs) and nitrogen-
implanted GaAs. Shown is the region of wavnumbers for whih Ga-N
bonds would be expeted. No evidene for those bonds was found. The
peaks are due to seond order Raman sattering of GaAs phonons.
Ga-N Bonds
The region of interest for phonons due to the Ga-N bond is shown in Fig. 8.6. The
GaAs referene sample shows a broad seond order GaAs TO peak at 523 m
−1
(≈ 2× 268 m−1) and an even fainter seond order peak of the LO mode of GaAs
at 571 m
−1 (≈ 2× 291 m−1).
The N-implanted sample shows a very broad feature entered at about 480 m
−1
whih should be assigned to a seond order GaAs phonon mode. Again, the broad-
ening is aused by lattie disorder. No lear evidene was found for any of the
phonons due to the Ga-N bonds in Table 8.1. The number of Ga-N bonds formed
after nitrogen-ion implantation is thus negligible, i.e. below the detetion limit of
the apparatus. It is also questionable whether GaN-like phonons an travel aross
the highly disordered GaAs host matrix.
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Figure 8.7. Raman spetra showing signals due to moleular nitrogen.
The bakground was not removed from the shown spetra beause it
serves as the referene. The nitrogen signal is not stronger than in the
bakground.
Moleular Nitrogen
The last question that arose in the last hapter is whether moleular nitrogen exists
in voids within the implanted target. The vibration probed in these spetra are not
due to waves on a lattie, but rather vibrations of the moleule. The priniple idea
that photons an loose or gain energy from sattering interation with a onstrut
of atoms is still valid. Herzberg [124℄ gives the proper derivations and a disussion
of Raman spetrosopy of moleules.
The spetra are shown in Fig. 8.7. The peak due to moleular nitrogen was found
at 2,326 m
−1
in all three spetra. Also, the peak height relative to the noise level
is the same. The signal is therefore due to the nitrogen moleules in the air. No
inrease of the signal due to nitrogen moleules buried in within the implanted GaAs
sample were deteted.
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Chapter 9
Conlusion
The motivation for the work presented in this doument is disussed in Chapter 1.
GaAsN is a andidate for future generations of on-hip lasers for teleommuniation
appliations. The methods developed during my work ould ultimately yield ost-
eetive synthesis and proessing of GaAsN alloys from the heap preursor gallium
arsenide (GaAs).
An introdution to Plasma Ion Implantation (PII) was given in Chapter 2. The
overview inluded the denition of PII, instrumentation, history and a disussion of
the advantages and limitations of the tehnique. The seond setion of the hapter
was onerned with the properties of dierent sheath types. The basi equations gov-
erning the sheaths dynamis were derived. Lastly, the interation between seondary
eletrons and the plasma was explained.
Chapter 3 provides an overview on the omponents of the plasma proessing setup
at the Plasma Physis Laboratory (PPL) at the University of Saskathewan (U of S).
The fous was set on a thoroughly doumentation of the various devies and pra-
tial information for maintenane. Two modes for the operation of the pulser were
identied: the 'Transformer Mode' (TM) and the 'Marx Mode' (MM).
9.1 Measurements
The measurements needed by the methods developed in the ourse of my work are
disussed in Chapter 4. The mass and dimensions of the GaAs samples was deter-
mined to alulate the atomi density of nGaAs = 1.96 × 1022 m−1 whih is about
11% lower than the literature value of 2.2×1022 m−1 [6℄. Langmuir probe measure-
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ments yielded an eletron temperature of 4.34 eV and a plasma potential of 19.5 eV
whih both agree well with reports of other groups or previous work at the PPL. The
four measurements of the plasma bulk density diverged a lot and the deision was
made to use the value of n0 = 1.2× 1016 ions/m3. The latter value agreed best with
other reports in the literature and yielded the best agreement between measured and
predited ion urrents.
9.2 PII Preditions
Chapter 5 deals with the predition of the plasma ion urrent from the analyti
Lieberman model. A review of the assumptions may be found in the Appendix C.1.
The implementation of the model was disussed in great detail. The model ontains
various extensions to the original Lieberman model and error boundaries due to
the experimental errors of the inputs were given for the rst time. The sheath,
urrent and uene preditions were presented for 3 voltage pulses: -1 kV (MM),
-1 kV (TM) and the -10 kV (TM) pulse whih yields reasonable implantation depths.
Both, -1 kV (MM) and -10 kV (TM) agree well to the measured variables within
the error boundaries, but the -1 kV (TM) preditions are poor if the same set of
input parameters is used for all pulses. It was found that the uene sales with
np0V
1/2
0 where the exponent p depends on the plasma enhanement. Even with the
enhanement turned o, the exponent alulated from my preditions are lower than
previously derived by Tian and Chu [70℄. The hapter was onluded by the results
for the predited energy distributions of the ions in the plasma and at the instant of
impinging on the surfae. None of the voltage pulses that an urrently be produed
at the PPL have satisfatory distributions.
9.3 Materials Aspets
The GaAsN alloy is the topi of Chapter 6. The researh done previously by ion beam
implantation is reviewed. The subsequent disussions of the alloy's struture and
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eletroni properties omplement the overview. Models for the band gap as a funtion
of the nitrogen (N) ontent in the GaAsN alloy are explained. The ondutivity of
the material an be estimated from the Band Anti-Crossing (BAC) model [108℄.
N inorporation was found to lower the ondutivity of GaAsN. The onentration
dependent band bowing model [106℄ showed onvining agreement with the rst
priniples preditions of Bellaihe et al. [104℄ and were thus seleted for my novel
plots of the spatial variation of the band gap in N ion-implanted GaAs.
9.4 Depth Proles
The depth proles are disussed in Chapter 7. An introdution to the physis of ion
stopping is provided and two Monte Carlo simulations for the output of depth proles
are ommented on. A new method for the estimation of the hange in the band gap
upon ion implantation was presented for the assumption of mono-energeti ions in a
nitrogen plasma with three ion speies. It was pointed out that the total uenes of
subsequent implants at various ion energies an be adjusted to tailor a trapezoidal
depth prole. A region of nearly onstant band gap is predited for these depth
proles, hene making them suitable for devie appliations. The simpliations
used in this model were disussed in the following. It was found that nitrogen
ion implantation at the total uenes predited for the spatially onstant band gap
auses gallium (Ga) atoms to pile up on the sample's surfae whereas arseni (As) and
previously implanted N is preferably sputtered. Sputtering was also found to limit
the maximal dose retained in the material for uenes an order of magnitude higher
than neessary for the antiipated onentration. It was argued that the GaAsN
alloy annot form diretly after ion implantation beause the ratios of the elements
Ga, As and N dier from the one expeted for the alloy. All reports of the alloy's
formation by ion (beam) implantation mention some form of annealing proedure to
ativate the implanted material. Annealing was disussed and the onlusion was
drawn that it is a neessary step whih annot be arried out with the equipment at
the PPL due to missing infrastruture for the handling of toxi gases released during
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the annealing proess.
9.5 Raman Charaterization
The haraterization of preliminary manufatured samples was disussed in Chap-
ter 8. The apparatus as well as experimental settings were desribed. The Raman
eet was explained and the observable shift due to inelasti sattering of light was
derived. None of the antiipated signals indiating the formation of new bonds were
found. Instead, the only eet of the implanted ions was an inrease of the lattie
disorder. In addition, no moleular nitrogen ould be deteted in the implanted
samples.
9.6 Conferenes and Publiations
I presented the outline of my projet at the 2007 CAP Congress in Saskatoon [129℄
and the method of the onversion of a depth prole into a spatial variation of the
band gap at the 9th International Workshop on Plasma Based Ion Implantation
and Deposition (PBIID) [93℄ also in 2007. My ontribution to the proeedings have
been published in pss  [94℄. An overview of the preliminary optimal parameters for
band gap engineering of GaAsN by means of PII will be presented in July 2008 at
the 3rd International Conferene on Optial, Optoeletroni and Photoni Materials
and Appliations (ICOOPMA) in Edmonton.
9.7 Future Work
9.7.1 Plasma Proessing and Diagnosis
It was pointed out at various points that a Faraday up is a versatile tool for PII
diagnostis whih an measure the ion urrent diretly and also yield the in-situ
uene and ion energy distribution. The Faraday up unit is designed and assembled.
I expet testing to start in the near future. The data will help to improve the set of
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input parameters to the p2i software as the diret measurement of the ion urrent
supersedes the alulation of the true ion urrent from the measured total urrent
whih inherently ontains the seondary eletron emission. The operation of the
Faraday up will allow us to study the plasma enhanement eet whih is the
projet of Phillip Desautels. His results ould remove the neessity of tting the
predited and measured urrents with the enhanement fator.
The design of Marx stages is urrently under review and plans exist to inrease
the number of installed modules. The irumvention of the transformer will yield
muh narrower distributed ion energies, thus oering the opportunity to tailor the
desired trapezoidal proles. Moreover, a pulse-ounting ontroller system has been
developed by Kurt Kreuger during his summer researh position in the summer of
2007. One installed, it will allow for very preise seletion of the dose applied to
the target.
9.7.2 Annealing
The ruial role of annealing for the formation of the GaAsN alloy by ion implantation
was emphasized multiple times in this doument. I will investigate whether it is
possible to upgrade the existing annealing setup to treat potentially toxi volatile
substrates, suh as GaAs. The Chemistry Department at the U of S might also oer
some help in modifying the setup at the PPL. It is also possible, that someone on
ampus has a suitable setup and is willing to ollaborate by annealing the implanted
samples. The annealing ould also be done externally as a last resort. The other
options are preferable sine a larger number of samples must be proessed to nd the
optimal annealing temperature and duration. Meanwhile, it will be very beneial
to beome familiar with simulations of the diusion during annealing to maintain
the possibility of designing a depth prole and also to derease the number of test
samples in the task of nding the optimal onditions for alloying N and GaAs.
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9.7.3 Further Measurements
The predited N depth proles must be measured to verify the method. The relative
depth prole an be obtained from Seondary Ion Mass Spetrosopy (SIMS) in
whih ions mill the surfae and the released ions are analyzed by mass spetrosopy.
The tehnique is not yet available at the U of S, but we reeived an oer to measure
some of our samples at the Forshungszentrum Rossendorf-Dresden. This should be
done right after the hallenge of annealing is solved.
9.7.4 Continuing Researh
The experiene gained with the work on the GaAsN alloy ould be used to investigate
the similar alloy of GaInAsN. The introdution of indium (In) gives the freedom to
adjust the band gap and the lattie parameter within limits. A thin lm of In ould
be added on the surfae of a GaAsN sample and with a tehnique alled ion mixing,
some of the In atoms in the lm would be pushed into the GaAsN. The result after
removal of the surfae and further annealing would be GaInAsN synthesized from
GaAs by ion implantation in general and PII in spei, whih has not yet been
demonstrated. Preliminary alulations of the feasibility will be part of my legay
to the next generation of students in PII at the PPL.
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Appendix A
Instrumentation
A.1 Control Box
A.2 Sample Holder
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Table A.1. Speiations of the astable 555 timer.
Capaitane: 0.02 µF
R_on: 384 kΩ ± 5 %
R_o: 1560 - 660 kΩ ± 5 %
Calulated Pulse Width: 5.32 µs
Repetition Rate: 46 - 109 Hz
Measured Pulse Width: 6.2 µs
Repetition Rate: 48-114 Hz
Table A.2. Speiations of the monostable 555 timer.
Capaitane: 3300µF
R (kΩ) Time Setting #
1.35 ±5% 4.88 s 1
2.67 ±5% 9.69 s 2
5.6 ±5% 20.33 s 3
8.27 ±5% 30.02 s 4
16.26 ±10% 59.02 s 5
81.3 ±5% 4.92 min 7
162.3 ±5% 9.82 min 8
453 ±15% 27.41 min 9
1519 ±5% 91.9 min 10
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Figure A.1. The sample holder for GaAs implants.
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Appendix B
Doumentation
B.1 MSDS sheet for GaAs
B.2 Speimen Data Sheets
119
Figure B.1. MSDS sheet for GaAs. Page 1/2.
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Figure B.2. MSDS sheet for GaAs. Page 2/2.
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Figure B.3. Speimen data sheet to doument implants and their
haraterizations. Page 1/4.
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Figure B.4. Speimen data sheet to doument implants and their
haraterizations. Page 2/4.
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Figure B.5. Speimen data sheet to doument implants and their
haraterizations. Page 3/4.
124
Figure B.6. Speimen data sheet to doument implants and their
haraterizations. Page 4/4.
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Appendix C
Complementary Material
C.1 Validity of the Assumptions in the Lieberman
Model
The Lieberman model works within the framework of the two-uid model given by
the ontinuity equation
∂ni
∂t
+
∂
∂x
(niui) = 0, (C.1)
the equation of motion
mi
∂vi
∂t
+miui
∂ui
∂t
= −e∂Φ
∂x
(C.2)
and Poisson's equation
∂2Φ
∂x2
= − Φ
λD
(C.3)
for Maxwell-distributed eletrons
ne = n0 · exp
(
− Φ
Te
)
(C.4)
and old ions (n0 = ni). Lieberman [60℄ derives two equations for the implantation
urrent of an ideal pulse, i.e. zero rise and fall time. The rst solution aounts for
the Matrix sheath implantation and a seond one for Child-law implantation. The
solution over the duration of the pulse has a disontinuity at ωpt = 2.7 where the
point of instantaneous transition is assumed. The rst and seond assumption are
justied post-ho by agreement with numerial solutions of eqs. (C.1 - C.4) over a
wide range of parameters.
Riemann [130℄ reported another analytial model based on speial solutions to
the uid equation for ideal pulses whih supersede the rst and seond assumption in
the following disussion. His solutions agree even better with numerial simulations
than the Lieberman model, only surpassed by a reent paper of the same group [131℄
whih also inludes subtle features in the ion extration phase. There is no report of
the predition of ion urrent aused by real pulses using the Riemann model, despite
its potential to inlude Matrix sheath ontributions in the preditions in a ontinuous
way.
The physial insight and simpliity of an analytial desription for a omplex
system suh as the plasma sheath must be paid for by assumptions whih speify
the boundaries of the desription's validity. The analytial Lieberman model for the
ion urrent toward the target is subjet to the following onditions:
1. Eletri elds are frozen to their initial value during a alulation step. Thus,
ion motion and the sheath positions are treated quasi-statially.
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2. A fully expanded quasi-stati ion matrix sheath forms instantaneously and the
urrent an be desribed by a (quasi-stati) Child-Langmuir law [30℄ during
the entire implantation.
3. Pre-sheath and the plasma bulk supply the Bohm urrent and the plasma ion
density at all times whih are treated as boundary onditions. Furthermore,
the ion reservoir is innite and relling happens instantaneously.
4. Eletrons respond instantaneously to the applied elds. Lieberman [60℄ refers
to those eletrons as 'inertialess'.
5. Ions arrive at the target instantaneously.
6. Uniform plasma density in the region of implantation.
7. Collsionless ion ow.
8. The sheath edge is abrupt whih applies if the Debye length is muh smaller
than the initial sheath width.
9. Ions are mono-atomi and singly harged. Moreover, multiple ion speies in
the plasma produe a ommon sheath edge, i.e. they an be treated by an
eetive mass.
10. The geometry is planar and one dimensional.
11. Ion density and initial sheath width at the beginning eah applied voltage pulse
are the same.
12. The measured potential is the potential at the sample surfae.
These assumptions will be examined in the following paragraphs.
Frozen Eletri Fields
The eetive eletri elds are set by eletrons whih reat muh faster to hanges
in the applied eletri potential than the ions. The ratio of ion to eletron response
time is smallest for hydrogen
τi
τe
=
ω−1i
ω−1e
=
√
mi
me
=
√
1836 =≈ 42.8≫ 1. (C.5)
The ratio in a nitrogen plasma with eetive ion mass mi = 26 u is τi : τe = 218 : 1.
Hene, the harateristi time sale in plasma ion implantation exeeds the eletron
response time by far. In addition, the ion transit time for small sheaths and dense
plasmas is negligible as I will show in one of the following paragraphs. The hange
in the eletri eld in the sheath region due to ions is thus also marginal. Therefore,
the eld may be assumed frozen during a alulation step.
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Quasi-Stati Child Langmuir Desription
The Child-Langmuir law is only an approximation to the full desription given by
eqs. (C.1) through (C.4). It is a poor desription of the dynamial proesses that
transform the Matrix sheath into a steady-state sheath governed by the spae-harge.
However, the approximation holds quite well after a few miroseonds for most
plasma onditions. The Child-Langmuir law an be derived from Poisson's equa-
tion only if the eletron temperature is small ompared to the applied potential.
This is generally the ase in high-voltage implantation. The dierene to measured
urrents and numerial simulations arises mostly from the fat that the quasi-stati
assumption does not hold at the beginning of the voltage pulse when the target
potential and thus the sheath width inreases rapidly. The ontributions from the
initial dynami sheath expansion phase may be negleted ompletely if the pulse
duration is ten-fold or more longer than the expansion phase.
Innite Ion Reservoir
It is a fair assumption that the ion reservoir is innite if the hamber is suiently
large, the ow rate of the preursor gas is appropriate and the ionization rate of new
gas moleules is quik. This an be ontrolled by a smart hoie of the plasma and
gas parameters as well as by the instrumentation. The plasma bulk and pre-sheath
regions are therefore persistent and an be treated as boundary onditions.
Instant Ion Arrival
The harateristi time sale of plasma ion implantation is set by the time it takes
ions to travel through the initial Matrix sheath ω−1i = 35 ns whih is of the order
of the sampling time of the osillosope ts = 40 ns. Hene, even the farthest ions
arrive at the target within the sampling time. Wood [132℄ found that ion transit
times beome a signiant for low plasma densities of 1014 to 1015 m−3. Also, an
ion is not aelerated by the full potential if the sheath expands signiantly during
the transit time and the displaement urrent beomes important in this situation.
Barroso et al. [69℄ found that the measured plasma ion urrent for the low density
regime is given by the onvetion urrent rather than the Child-Langmuir law.
Uniform Plasma Density
The (bulk) ion density proles for the ICP onguration used in this study an be
assumed uniform in the region of interest, i.e. toward the middle of the hamber.
However, the plasma ion density in real ICP plasma disharges is always somewhat
distributed whih adds to the error budget for this model.
Collisionless Ion Flow
Whether the ion ow is ollisionless depends on the plasma parameters pressure,
Debye length, eletron temperature and the potential at the eletrode. The ondition
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of a ollisionless sheath is that the mean free path of ions MFP is greater than the
sheath width
s
max,CL
≈ λD ·
( |V0|
Te
)3/4
, (C.6)
where λD is the Debye length, V0 is the voltage at the plateau of the pulse and Te is
the eletron temperature. The mean free path of ions in a plasma is given by [133℄
MFP =
a
p
, (C.7)
where a is a tabulated onstant (4.58 mTorr·m for nitrogen) [133℄ and p is the
working pressure of the disharge. The value of the mean free path is 1.53 m for
a working pressure of 3 mTorr. Fig. C.1 shows the sheath width alulated by the
p2i software for a -10 kV voltage pulse and the mean free path (MFP). The sheath is
ollisional during the rst miroseond of the 6.5 µs pulse, i.e. during the rst 15%
of the pulse. This ould be negleted for longer pulses, but adds an error to a non-
ollisional alulation. Vahedi et al. [134℄ published an extension to the Lieberman
model to aount for the ion ow in highly ollisional plasmas, but the situation
during the rst few miroseonds of the implantation is most likely low ollisional
and an still be treated by the ollisionless desription. Fig. C.2 is a graphial
representation of the ondition for a ollisionless sheath s < MFP. The inequality
is true if the onditions of eletron temperature, ion density and peak voltage of
the pulse are above the dashed (blak) horizontal line of the pressure during the
implantation. The plot is valid for ideal long pulses. It is likely that the steady state
ondition is not reahed if the voltage pulse is short (∼ 5 µs) and/or the density is
low. The maximal sheath width during the implantation is then up 15% lower than
the ideal sheath width for the pulse shapes produed by our setup and the plasma
parameters an use.
Abrupt Sheath Edge
For the sheath edge to be abrupt, the Debye length must be muh smaller than the
sheath width whih is the ase when the applied voltage V is muh greater than the
eletron temperature. This an easily seen by rearranging eq. (C.6).
Mono-Atomi Ions
The ions in ICP disharges have rarely a higher harge state than singly harged
and assumption 9 is thus valid in this study. Qin [66, 135℄ and Linder [67℄ extended
the Lieberman model to inlude multiple ion speies with arbitrary harge states.
Multiple ion speies are inluded in my model and arbitrary harge states ould
easily be added if neessary.
The ion masses and Bohm veloities of individual speies are replaed by an
eetive mass [135℄
√
mi,e =
∑
r
k
·
√
Zkmk (C.8)
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Figure C.1. Calulated sheath width of a -10 kV pulse ompared with
the mean free path. The alulations were done using the p2i software
whih is disussed in Chapter 5. The plasma onditions are: 3 mTorr
pressure, 1.2× 1016 m−3 density and 4.34 eV eletron temperature.
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Figure C.2. Graphial representation of the ondition for a ollisonless
sheath. The oloured lines represent the steady-state sheath width of
ideal pulses for various eletron temperatures Te and peak voltages V .
The dashed (blak) horizontal lines are the lowest sheath width for
whih the sheath may be assumed ollisionless for various working pres-
sures. The area of the plot whih is ollisionless for the pressure used
in this study is dotted. The solid red and dashed blue line represent an
ideal -1 kV and -10 kV pulse, respetively.
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Figure C.3. Shemati movement of the sheath edge (dashed line)
away from an extended sample in a one-dimensional model (left) and
a two-dimensional model (right).
and Bohm veloity [67℄
uB,e =
1√
mi,e
∑
k
rkuB,k
√
mk, (C.9)
where rk is the population of speies k in the plasma and Zk is the harge state. This
simpliation is only valid during the inating sheaths and steady-state sheaths. The
individual ion transit times beome important during the sheath ollapse beause the
lightest ion speies will set the pae of sheath derease if all speies are in the same
harge state. Kwok et al. [136℄ studied the situation by means of a partile-in-a-ell
simulation.
Planar Geometry
Fig. C.3 shows shematially a omparison between a one-dimension planar treat-
ment of an extended sample and a more realisti two-dimensional model whih in-
ludes edge eets. Larger sheath widths in real implantation situation of a box will
evolve towards a spherial sheath if the applied voltage is high and the sheath has
been given enough time to reah steady-state. The preditions of both models are
still in good agreement in the middle of the sample. The assumption of a planar one-
dimensional sheath is therefore valid for low voltages, short pulses and suiently
at samples. Moreover, the dimensions of the hamber must be large enough, so
that the shape of the sheath is not distorted. Our setup fullls the requirements
for a planar model. Barrosso et al. [69℄ give an example of a situation in whih the
sheath at later times must have been spherial to agree with the measured plasma
ion urrent.
Initial Conditions
For the 11th assumption to be valid, the sheath must rell entirely, i.e. the sheath
ollapses ompletely between pulses and the time between subsequent pulses is large
enough to allow ions to diuse into the former sheath region until the density there
is at the bulk level again.
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The ion transit time aross the sheath is the time it takes for the sheath to
ollapse in the ase of a short fall time of the applied voltage waveform. It is then
given by
∆t
ollapse
=
s
max
uB
, (C.10)
where s
max
is the maximal sheath width and uB is the Bohm veloity. The sheath
vanishes in a nitrogen plasma after about 10 µs for a density of 1.2 × 1016 m−3
and an eletron temperature of 4.34 eV. In addition, the voltage wave form lasts for
approximately 6.5 µs (FWHM). The sheath exists therefore for about 16.5 µs under
the given onditions. Hene the sheath does not lose if the pulse repetition rate is
faster than 60 kHz.
This is not the nal answer sine the losed sheath must still be relled with ions.
Wood [132℄ found that the depleted sheath lls in aording to:
ns (t)
n0
= 1−
(
1− ns,0
n0
)
· exp (−ϑt) , (C.11)
where ns (t) is the ion density in the former sheath region at time t, n0 is the plasma
bulk density, ns,0 is the initial density in the depleted region. The ll-in rate ϑ is
given by
ϑ =
Te
Ti
· 1
sm
·
√
kTi
2πmi
, (C.12)
where sm is the maximal sheath width, mi is the (eetive) ion mass, Te and Ti are
the eletron and ion temperatures, respetively. Wood also alulated the time to
ll-in the ion density to 95% of the bulk density
t95% =
3
ϑ
. (C.13)
This time is plotted in Fig. C.4 as a funtion of the maximal sheath width for various
ion temperatures. These temperatures vary between 0.1 and 0.5 eV in ICP disharges
and the rell-time to 95% of the bulk density is thus between the red dashed and the
solid blak line. In the worst ase, an additional 55 µs must be added to the time
for the sheath ollapse for a 4 m sheath. The maximum frequeny is then 14 kHz
whih is still far beyond the apabilities of our pulser.
Potential at the Surfae
This is disussed in Setion 3.3.3. The result for nitrogen ion implantation into
gallium arsenide is that harging of the surfae is not likely and the potential at the
eletrode may thus be taken as the potential at the surfae.
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Figure C.4. Rell time to 95% of the bulk density as a funtion of
the maximal sheath width for various ion temperatures inluding room
temperature.
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